MACHINING SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
MODULE– I
THEORY OF METAL CUTTING
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In an industry, metal components are made into different shapes and dimensions by using
various metal working processes.
Metal working processes are classified into two major groups. They are:
 Non-cutting shaping or chips less or metal forming process - forging, rolling, pressing, etc.
 Cutting shaping or metal cutting or chip forming process - turning, drilling, milling, etc
MATERIAL REMOVAL PROCESSES
Definition of machining
Machining is an essential process of finishing by which work pieces are produced to the desired dimensions
and surface finish by gradually removing the excess material from the preformed blank in the form of chips
with the help of cutting tool(s) moved past the work surface(s).
Principle of machining
Fig. 1.1 typically illustrates the basic principle of machining. A metal rod of irregular shape, size and surface
is converted into a finished product of desired dimension and surface finish by machining by proper relative
motions of the tool-work pair,

Fig. 1.2 Requirements for machining
Fig. 1.1 Principle of machining (Turning)
Purpose of machining
Most of the engineering components such as gears, bearings, clutches, tools, screws and nuts etc. need
dimensional and form accuracy and good surface finish for serving their purposes. Performing like casting,
forging etc. generally cannot provide the desired accuracy and finish. For that such preformed parts, called
blanks, need semi-finishing and finishing and it is done by machining and grinding. Grinding is also basically
a machining process.
Machining to high accuracy and finish essentially enables a product:
 Fulfill its functional requirements.
 Improve its performance.
 Prolong its service.
Requirements of machining
The essential basic requirements for machining a work are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The
blank and the cutting tool are properly mounted (in fixtures) and moved in a powerful device called
machine tool enabling gradual removal of layer of material from the work surface resulting in its
desired dimensions and surface finish. Additionally some environment called cutting fluid is generally
used to ease machining by cooling and lubrication.

TYPES OF MACHINE TOOLS
Definition of machine tool
A machine tool is a non-portable power operated and reasonably valued device or system of devices in which
energy is expended to produce jobs of desired size, shape and surface finish by removing excess material from
the preformed blanks in the form of chips with the help of cutting tools moved past the work surface(s).
Basic functions of machine tools
Machine tools basically produce geometrical surfaces like flat, cylindrical or any contour on the preformed
blanks by machining work with the help of cutting tools.
The physical functions of a machine tool in machining are:
 Firmly holding the blank and the tool.
 Transmit motions to the tool and the blank.
 Provide power to the tool-work pair for the machining action.
 Control of the machining parameters, i.e., speed, feed and depth of cut.
Classification of machine tools
Number of types of machine tools gradually increased till mid 20th century and after that started decreasing
based on group technology.
However, machine tools are broadly classified as follows:
According to direction of major axis:
 Horizontal - center lathe, horizontal boring machine etc.
 Vertical - vertical lathe, vertical axis milling machine etc.
 Inclined - special
(e.g. for transfer machines).
According to purpose of use:
 General purpose -e.g. center lathes, milling machines, drilling, machines etc.
 Single purpose e.g. facing lathe, roll turning lathe etc.
 Special purpose for mass production.
According to degree of automation:
 Non-automatic -e.g. center lathes, drilling machines etc.
 Semi-automatic capstan lathe, turret lathe, hobbing machine etc.
 Automatic - e.g., single spindle automatic lathe, swiss type automatic lathe, CNC
 milling machine etc.
According to size:
 Heavy duty - e.g., heavy duty lathes (e.g. ≥ 55 kW), boring mills, planning machine, horizontal boring
machine etc.
 Medium duty -e.g., lathes - 3.7 ~ 11 kW, column drilling machines, milling machines etc.
 Small duty - e.g., table top lathes, drilling machines, milling machines.
 Micro duty - e.g., micro-drilling machine etc.
According to blank type:
 Bar type (lathes).
 Chucking type (lathes).
 Housing type.
According to precision:
 Ordinary - e.g., automatic lathes.
 High precision - e.g., Swiss type automatic lathes.
According to number of spindles:
 Single spindle - center lathes, capstan lathes, milling machines etc.
 Multi spindle - multi spindle (2 to 8) lathes, gang drilling machines etc.
According to type of automation:
 Fixed automation - e.g., single spindle and multi spindle lathes.
 Flexible automation - e.g., CNC milling machine.

According to configuration:
 Stand alone type - most of the conventional machine tools.
 Machining system (more versatile) - e.g., transfer machine, machining center, FMS etc
Specification of machine tools
A machine tool may have a large number of various features and characteristics. But only some
specific salient features are used for specifying a machine tool. All the manufacturers, traders and
users must know how machine tools are specified.
The methods of specification of some basic machine tools are as follows:
Centre lathe:
 Maximum diameter and length of the jobs that can be accommodated.
 Power of the main drive (motor).
 Range of spindle speeds and range of feeds.
 Space occupied by the machine.
Shaper:
 Length, breadth and depth of the bed.
 Maximum axial travel of the bed and vertical travel of the bed / tool.
 Maximum length of the stroke (of the ram / tool).
 Range of number of strokes per minute.
 Range of table feed.
 Power of the main drive.
 Space occupied by the machine.
Drilling machine (column type):

Maximum drill size (diameter) that can be used.
 Size and taper of the hole in the spindle.
 Range of spindle speeds.
 Range of feeds.
 Power of the main drive.
 Range of the axial travel of the spindle / bed.
 Floor space occupied by the machine.
Milling machine (knee type and with arbor):
 Type; ordinary or swiveling bed type.
 Size of the work table.
 Range of travels of the table in X - Y - Z directions.
 Arbor size (diameter).
 Power of the main drive.
 Range of spindle speed.
 Range of table feeds in X - Y - Z directions.
 Floor space occupied.
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Types of cutting tools
Cutting tools may be classified according to the number of major cutting edges (points) involved as follows:
 Single point: e.g., turning tools, shaping, planning and slotting tools and boring tools.
 Double (two) point: e.g., drills.
 Multipoint (more than two): e.g., milling cutters, broaching tools, hobs, gear shaping cutters etc.
Geometry of single point cutting (turning) tools
Both material and geometry of the cutting tools play very important roles on their performances

in achieving effectiveness, efficiency and overall economy of machining.
.1.CLASSIFICATION OF CUTTING TOOLS
All the cutting tools used in metal cutting can be broadly classified as :
1. Single point cutting tools ,i.e., those having only one cutting edge; such as late tools, shaper tools , planner

tools etc.
2. Multi –point cutting tools ,i.e., those having more than one cutting edges; such as milling cutters, drills,

broaches, grinding wheels, etc. those tools for shake of analysis ,be considered as consisting of a numbers of
single point cutting tools ,each forming a cutting edges.
The cutting tools can also be classified according to the motion as :

a) Linear motion tools –lathe, boring, broaching, planing etc.
b) Rotary motion tools-milling cutters, grinding wheels, etc.
c) Both linear and rotary tools-drills, honing tools etc.
IMPORTANTS TERMS REGADING SINGLE POINT CUTTING TOOL

The single point cutting tool mainly consist of tool shank & cutting part called point. The point of cutting tool
is bounded by cutting face, end flank, side/ main flank, & base. The chip slide along the face. The side / main
cutting edge ‘ab’ is formed by intersecting of face & side / main flank The end cutting edge ‘ac’ is formed by
the intersection of end flank & base. The point ‘a’ which the intersection of end cutting edge & side cutting
edge is called nose Mainly the chip cuts by side cutting edge.
Parts of a single point cutting tool:

1. Shank – It is main body of tool. The shank used to grip in tool holder.
2. Flank – The surface or surface below the adjacent of the cutting edge is called flank of the tool.
3. Face – It is top surface of the tool along which the chips slides.

4. Base – It is actually a bearing surface of the tool when it is held in tool holder or clamped directly in a
tool post.
5. Heel – It is the intersection of the flank & base of the tool. It is curved portion at the bottom of the tool.
6. Nose radius – It is the point where side cutting edge & base cutting edge intersect.
7. Noise radius –It provide long life & good surface finish sharp cutting tip is weak.
The nose of a tool is slightly rounded in all turning tools.
The function of nose radius is as follows:
➢

➢

➢
➢

Greater nose radius clears up the feed marks caused by the previous shearing action and provides better
surface finish.
All finish turning tool have greater nose radius than rough turning tools.

It increases the strength of the cutting edge, tends to minimize the wear taking place in a sharp pointed tool
with consequent increase in tool life.
Accumulation heat is less than that in a pointed tool which permits higher cutting speeds.

8. Cutting edge – It is the edge on face of the tool which removes the material from workpiece. The
cutting edges are side cutting edge (major cutting edge) & end cutting edge ( minor cutting edge)
A single point cutting tool may be either right-or left hand cut tool depending on the direction of feed.
Concept of rake and clearance angles of cutting tools
The word tool geometry is basically referred to some specific angles or slope of the salient faces and edges of
the tools at their cutting point. Rake angle and clearance angle are the most significant for all the cutting tools.
The concept of rake angle and clearance angle will be clear from some simple operations shown in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3 Rake and clearance angles of cutting tools
Definition
 Rake angle (γ): Angle of inclination of rake surface from reference plane.
 Clearance angle (α): Angle of inclination of clearance or flank surface from the finished surface.
Rake angle is provided for ease of chip flow and overall machining. Rake angle may be positive,
or negative or even zero as shown in Fig. 1.4 (a, b and c).

Fig. 1.4 Three possible types of rake angles
Relative advantages of such rake angles are:

 Positive rake - helps reduce cutting force and thus cutting power requirement.
 Zero rake - to simplify design and manufacture of the form tools.
 Negative rake - to increase edge-strength and life of the tool.
Clearance angle is essentially provided to avoid rubbing of the tool (flank) with the machined surface which
causes loss of energy and damages of both the tool and the job surface. Hence, clearance angle is a must and
0
0
must be positive (3 ~ 15 ) depending upon tool-work materials and type of the machining operations like
turning, drilling, boring etc.
Systems of description of tool geometry

-in-Hand System - where only the salient features of the cutting tool point are identified
or visualized as shown in Fig. 1.5 (a). There is no quantitative information, i.e., value of the angles.

- ASA system.

- Orthogonal Rake System - ORS.
- Normal Rake System - NRS.

- WRS.
Description of tool geometry in Machine Reference System
This system is also called as ASA system; ASA stands for American Standards Association. Geometry of a
cutting tool refers mainly to its several angles or slopes of its salient working surfaces and cutting edges.
Those angles are expressed with respect to some planes of reference. In Machine Reference System (ASA),
the three planes of reference and the coordinates are chosen based on the configuration and axes of the
machine tool concerned. The planes and axes used for expressing tool geometry in ASA system for turning
operation are shown in Fig. 1.5 (b).
1.4.2.3 Description of tool geometry in Machine Reference System
This system is also called as ASA system; ASA stands for American Standards Association. Geometry of a
cutting tool refers mainly to its several angles or slopes of its salient working surfaces and cutting edges.
Those angles are expressed with respect to some planes of reference. In Machine Reference System (ASA),
the three planes of reference and the coordinates are chosen based on the configuration and axes of the
machine tool concerned. The planes and axes used for expressing tool geometry in ASA system for turning
operation are shown in Fig. 1.5 (b).

The planes of reference and the coordinates used in ASA system for tool geometry are:
ΠR - ΠX - ΠY and Xm - Ym - Zm; where,
ΠR = Reference plane; plane perpendicular to the velocity vector. Shown in Fig. 1.5 (b).
ΠX = Machine longitudinal plane; plane perpendicular to ΠR and taken in the direction of assumed
longitudinal feed.
ΠY = Machine transverse plane; plane perpendicular to both ΠR and ΠX. [This plane is taken in the direction
of assumed cross feed]
The axes Xm, Ym and Zm are in the direction of longitudinal feed, cross feed and cutting velocity (vector)
respectively. The main geometrical features and angles of single point tools in ASA systems and their
definitions will be clear from Fig. 1.6.

Fig. 1.6 Tool angles in ASA system
Definition of:
Shank: The portion of the tool bit which is not ground to form cutting edges and is rectangular in cross
section. [Fig. 1.5 (a)]
Face: The surface against which the chip slides upward. [Fig. 1.5 (a)]
Flank: The surface which face the work piece. There are two flank surfaces in a single point cutting tool. One
is principal flank and the other is auxiliary flank. [Fig. 1.5 (a)] Heel: The lowest portion of the side cutting
edges. [Fig. 1.5 (a)]
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Nomenclature Single Point Tool
The elements of tool signature or nomenclature single point tool is illustrated in
figure (i) Back rake angle ( γy)
It is the angle between the face of the tool and a line parallel with base of the tool measured in a perpendicular
plane through the side cutting edge. If the slope face is downward toward the nose, it is negative back rake
angle and if it is upward toward nose, it is positive back rake angle. This angle helps in removing the chips
away from the work piece.
(ii) Side rake angle (γx)
It is the angle by which the face of tool is inclined side ways. This angle of tool determines the thickness of
the tool behind the cutting edge. It is provided on tool to provide clearance between work piece and tool so as
to prevent the rubbing of work- piece with end flake of tool. It is the angle between the surface the flank
immediately below the point and the line down from the point perpendicular to the base.
(iii) End relief angle
It is the angle that allows the tool to cut without rubbing on the work- piece. It is defined as the angle between
the portion of the end flank immediately below the cutting edge and a line perpendicular to the base of the
tool, measured at right angles to the flank. Some time extra end clearance is also provided on the tool that is
also known as end clearance angle. It is the secondary angle directly below the end relief angle
(iv) Side relief angle
It is the angle that prevents the interference as the tool enters the material. It is the angle between the portion
of the side flank immediately below the side edge and a line perpendicular to the base of the tool measured at
right angles to the side. It is incorporated on the tool to provide relief between its flank and the work piece
surface. Some time extra side clearance is also provided on the tool that is also known as side clearance angle.
It is the secondary angle directly below the side relief angle.

Elements of tool signature or nomenclature of single point tool
(v) End cutting edge angle
It is the angle between the end cutting edge and a line perpendicular to the shank of the tool. It provides
clearance between tool cutting edge and work piece.
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(vi) Side cutting edge angle
It is the angle between straight cutting edge on the side of tool and the side of the shank. It is also known as
lead angle. It is responsible for turning the chip away from the finished surface.

(vii) Nose radius
It is the nose point connecting the side cutting edge and end cutting edge. It possesses small radius which is
responsible for generating surface finish on the work-piece
Nose radius: The conjunction of the side cutting edge and end cutting edge. It provides strengthening of the
tool nose and better surface finish. [Fig. 1.5 (a)]
Base: The underside of the shank. [Fig. 1.5 (a)]
Rake angles: [Fig. 1.6]
γx = Side rake angle (axial rake): angle of inclination of the rake surface from the reference plane (ΠR) and
measured on machine reference plane, ΠX.
γy = Back rake angle: angle of inclination of the rake surface from the reference plane and measured on
machine transverse plane, ΠY.
Clearance angles: [Fig. 1.6]
αx = Side clearance angle (Side relief angle): angle of inclination of the principal flank from the machined
surface (or CV) and measured on ΠX plane.
αy = Back clearance angle (End relief angle): same as αx but measured on ΠY plane.
Cutting angles: [Fig. 1.6]
φs = Side cutting edge angle (Approach angle): angle between the principal cutting edge (its projection on Π R)
and ΠY and measured on ΠR.
φe = End cutting edge angle: angle between the end cutting edge (its projection on ΠR) from ΠX and measured
on ΠR.
Designation of tool geometry
The geometry of a single point tool is designated or specified by a series of values of the salient angles and
nose radius arranged in a definite sequence as follows:
Designation (Signature) of tool geometry in ASA System - γy, γx, αy, αx, φe, φs, r (in inch)
Example: A tool having 7, 8, 6, 7, 5, 6, 0.1 as designation (Signature) in ASA system will have the following
angles and nose radius.
0
Back rack angle
=7
Side rake angle
= 800
Back clearance angle
=6
0
Side clearance angle
=7
0
End cutting edge angle
=5
0
Side cutting edge angle
=6
Nose radius
= 0.1 inch
Types of metal cutting processes
The metal cutting process is mainly classified into two types. They are:
0
 Orthogonal cutting process (Two - dimensional cutting) - The cutting edge or face of the tool is 90
to the line of action or path of the tool or to the cutting velocity vector. This cutting involves only two
forces and this makes the analysis simpler.
 Oblique cutting process (Three - dimensional cutting) - The cutting edge or face of the tool is
0
inclined at an angle less than 90 to the line of action or path of the tool or to the cutting velocity
vector. Its analysis is more difficult of its three dimensions.
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Orthogonal and oblique cutting
It is appears from the diagram shown in Fig. 1.7 (a and b) that while turning ductile material by a sharp tool,
the continuous chip would flow over the tool’s rake surface and in the direction apparently perpendicular to
the principal cutting edge, i.e., along orthogonal plane which is normal to the cutting plane containing the
principal cutting edge. But practically, the chip may not flow along the orthogonal plane for several factors
like presence of inclination angle, λ, etc.
The role of inclination angle, λ on the direction of chip flow is schematically shown in Fig. 1.8 which
visualizes that:
0
0
 When λ = 0 , the chip flows along orthogonal plane, i.e, ρc = 0  .
0
 When λ ≠ 0, the chip flow is deviated from πo and ρc = λ where ρc is chip flow deviation (from πo)
angle.

Fig. 1.7 (a) Setup of orthogonal and oblique cutting

Fig. 1.7 (b) Ideal direction of chip flow in turning

Fig. 1.8 Role of inclination angle, λ on chip flow direction
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0

Orthogonal cutting: When chip flows along orthogonal plane, πo, i.e., ρ c = 0 .
0
Oblique cutting: When chip flow deviates from orthogonal plane, i.e. ρc ≠ 0 .
0
0
But practically ρc may be zero even if λ = 0 and ρc may not be exactly equal to λ even if λ ≠ 0 .
Because there is some other (than λ) factors also may cause chip flow deviation.
Difference between Orthogonal cutting or two dimensional cutting Oblique cutting or three
dimensioning cutting.
Orthogonal Cutting:
Oblique Cutting:
direction of tool feed or work feed.
The direction of the chip flow velocity is normal to
the cutting edge of the tool.
Here only two components of forces are acting:
Cutting Force and Thrust Force. So the metal cutting
may be considered as a two dimensional cutting.

The cutting edge being normal, the shear force acts on
a smaller area and thus tool life is decreased.
Examples are jack plane ,broaching ,sawing etc.

The cutting edge of the tool remains Inclined at an
acute angle to the direction of tool feed or work
feed.
The direction of the chip flow velocity is at an
angle with the normal to the cutting edge of the
tool. The angle is known as chip flow angle.
Here three components of forces are acting:
Cutting Force,
Radial force and Thrust Force or feed force. So the
metal
cutting may be considered as a three dimensional
cutting.
The cutting edge being oblique, the shear force acts
on a larger area and thus tool life is increased.
Examples are lathe turning, drilling milling
,shaping, planning ets.

Pure orthogonal cutting
0
This refers to chip flow along πo and φ = 90 as typically shown in Fig. 1.9. Where a pipe like job of uniform
0
0
thickness is turned (reduced in length) in a center lathe by a turning tool of geometry; λ =
0 and φ = 90
resulting chip flow along πo which is also πx in this case.

Fig. 1.9 Pure orthogonal cutting (pipe turning)
CHIP FORMATION
Mechanism of chip formation
Machining is a semi-finishing or finishing process essentially done to impart required or stipulated
dimensional and form accuracy and surface finish to enable the product to:
 Fulfill its basic functional requirements.
 Provide better or improved performance.
 Render long service life.
Machining is a process of gradual removal of excess material from the preformed blanks in the form of chips.
The form of the chips is an important index of machining because it directly or indirectly indicates:


Nature and behavior of the work material under machining condition.
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Specific energy requirement (amount of energy required to remove unit volume of work material) in
machining work.
 Nature and degree of interaction at the chip-tool interfaces.
The form of machined chips depends mainly upon:
 Work material.
 Material and geometry of the cutting tool.
 Levels of cutting velocity and feed and also to some extent on depth of cut.
 Machining environment or cutting fluid that affects temperature and friction at the chip-tool
and work-tool interfaces.
Knowledge of basic mechanism(s) of chip formation helps to understand the characteristics of chips andto
attain favorable chip forms.
Mechanism of chip formation in machining ductile materials
During continuous machining the uncut layer of the work material just ahead of the cutting tool (edge) is
subjected to almost all sided compression as indicated in Fig. 1.10.

Fig. 1.10 Compression of work material (layer) ahead of the tool tip
The force exerted by the tool on the chip arises out of the normal force, N and frictional force, F as indicated
in Fig. 1.10. Due to such compression, shear stress develops, within that compressed region, in different
magnitude, in different directions and rapidly increases in magnitude. Whenever and wherever the value of
the shear stress reaches or exceeds the shear strength of that work material in the deformation region, yielding
or slip takes place resulting shear deformation in that region and the plane of maximum shear stress. But the
forces causing the shear stresses in the region of the chip quickly diminishes and finally disappears while that
region moves along the tool rake surface towards and then goes beyond the point of chip-tool engagement.
As a result the slip or shear stops propagating long before total separation takes place. In the mean time the
succeeding portion of the chip starts undergoing compression followed by yielding and shear. This
phenomenon repeats rapidly resulting in formation and removal of chips in thin layer bylayer. This
phenomenon has been explained in a simple way by Piispannen*1 using a card analogy as shown in Fig. 1.11
(a).

(a) Shifting of the postcards by partial sliding against each other (b) Chip formation by shear in lamella
Fig. 1.11 Piispannen model of card analogy to explain chip formation in machining ductile materials In actual
machining chips also, such serrations are visible at their upper surface as indicated in Fig. 1.11 (b). The lower
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surface becomes smooth due to further plastic deformation due to intensive rubbing with the tool at high
pressure and temperature. The pattern of shear deformation by lamellar sliding, indicated in the model, can
also be seen in actual chips by proper mounting, etching and polishing the side surface of the machining chip
and observing under microscope.
The pattern and extent of total deformation of the chips due to the primary and the secondary shear
deformations of the chips ahead and along the tool face, as indicated in Fig. 1.12, depend upon:
 Work material.
 Tool; material and geometry.
 The machining speed (VC) and feed (so).
 Cutting fluid application.

Fig. 1.12 Primary and secondary deformation zones in the chip
The overall deformation process causing chip formation is quite complex and hence needs thorough
experimental studies for clear understanding the phenomena and its dependence on the affecting parameters.
The feasible and popular experimental methods*2 for this purpose are:
 Study of deformation of rectangular or circular grids marked on side surface as shown in Fig. 1.13 (a
and b).
 Microscopic study of chips frozen by drop tool or quick stop apparatus.
 Study of running chips by high speed camera fitted with low magnification microscope.
It has been established by several analytical and experimental methods including circular grid deformation
that though the chips are initially compressed ahead of the tool tip, the final deformation is accomplished
mostly by shear in machining ductile materials. However, machining of ductile materials generally produces
flat, curved or coiled continuous chips

(a) Rectangular grids (b) Circular grids
Fig. 1.13 Pattern of grid deformation during chip formation
Mechanism of chip formation in machining brittle materials
The basic two mechanisms involved in chip formation are:
 Yielding - generally for ductile materials.
 Brittle fracture - generally for brittle materials.
During machining, first a small crack develops at the tool tip as shown in Fig. 1.14 due to wedging action of
the cutting edge. At the sharp crack-tip stress concentration takes place. In case of ductile materials
immediately yielding takes place at the crack-tip and reduces the effect of stress concentration and prevents its
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propagation as crack. But in case of brittle materials the initiated crack quickly propagates, under stressing
action, and total separation takes place from the parent work piece through the minimum resistance path as
indicated in Fig. 1.14.

Fig. 1.14 Development and propagation of crack causing chip separation.
Machining of brittle material produces discontinuous chips and mostly of irregular size and shape. The
process of forming such chips is schematically shown in Fig. 1.15 (a, b, c, d and e).

(a) Separation (b) Swelling (c) Further swelling (d) Separation (e) Swelling again Fig. 1.15
Schematic view of chip formation in machining brittle materials
Chip thickness ratio
Geometry and characteristics of chip forms
The geometry of the chips being formed at the cutting zone follow a particular pattern especially in machining
ductile materials. The major sections of the engineering materials being machined are ductile in nature; even
some semi-ductile or semi-brittle materials behave ductile under the compressive forces at the cutting zone
during machining.
The pattern and degree of deformation during chip formation are quantitatively assessed and expressed by
some factors, the values of which indicate about the forces and energy required for a particular machining
work.
Chip reduction coefficient or cutting ratio
The usual geometrical features of formation of continuous chips are schematically shown in Fig. 1.16. The
chip thickness (a2) usually becomes larger than the uncut chip thickness (a1). The reason can be attributed to:
 Compression of the chip ahead of the tool.
 Frictional resistance to chip flow.
 Lamellar sliding according to Piispannen.
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Fig. 1.16 Geometrical features of continuous chip formation.
The significant geometrical parameters involved in chip formation are shown in Fig. 1.16 and those
parameters are defined (in respect of straight turning) as:
t = depth of cut (mm) - perpendicular penetration of the cutting tool tip in work surface.
f = feed (mm/rev) - axial travel of the tool per revolution of the job.
b1 = width (mm) of chip before cut.
b2 = width (mm) of chip after cut.
a1 = thickness (mm) of uncut layer (or chip before cut).
a2 = chip thickness (mm) - thickness of chip after cut.
A1 = cross section (area, mm2) of chip before cut.
The degree of thickening of the chip is expressed by
rc = a2 / a1 > 1.00 (since a2 > a1)
1.1
where, rc = chip reduction coefficient.
a1= f sinφ
1.2
where φ = principal cutting edge angle.
Larger value of rc means more thickening i.e., more effort in terms of forces or energy required to accomplish
the machining work. Therefore it is always desirable to reduce a2 or rc without sacrificing productivity, i.e.
metal removal rate (MRR).
Chip thickening is also often expressed by the reciprocal of rc as,
1 / rc = r = a1 / a2
1.3
where r = cutting ratio.
The value of chip reduction coefficient, rc (and hence cutting ratio) depends mainly
upon
Tool rake angle, γ
Chip-tool interaction, mainly friction, µ
Roughly in the following way,
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rc= (

– )(

)

1.4

and γ are in radians.
The simple but very significant expression 1.4 clearly depicts that the value of rc can be desirably reduced by
_ Using tool having larger positive rake.
_ Reducing friction by using lubricant.
The role of rake angle and friction at the chip-tool interface on chip reduction coefficient are also
schematically shown in Fig. 1.17.

Fig. 1.17 Role of rake angle and friction
on chip reduction coefficient

Fig. 1.18 Shear plane and shear angle
in chip formation

Chip reduction coefficient, rc is generally assessed and expressed by the ratio of the chip
thickness, after cut (a2) and before cut (a1) as in equation 1.1. But rc can also be expressed or assessed
by the ratio of:
 Total length of the chip before cut (L1) and after cut (L2).
 Cutting velocity, VC and chip velocity, Vf.
Considering total volume of chip produced in a given time,
a1b1L1 = a2b2L2
1.5
The width of chip, b generally does not change significantly during machining unless there is side flow for
some adverse situation. Therefore assuming, b1=b2 in equation 1.5, rc comes up to be,
rc = a2 / a1 = L1 / L2
1.6
Again considering unchanged material flow (volume) ratio, Q
1.7
Q = (a1b1)VC =
(a2b2)Vf Taking b1=b2,
1.8
rc = a2 / a1 = VC / Vf
Equation 5.8 reveals that the chip velocity, Vf will be lesser than the cutting velocity, VC and
the ratio is equal to the cutting ratio, r = 1 / rc
Shear angle
It has been observed that during machining, particularly ductile materials, the chip sharply changes its
direction of flow (relative to the tool) from the direction of the cutting velocity, VC to that along the tool rake
surface after thickening by shear deformation or slip or lamellar sliding along a plane. This plane is called
shear plane and is schematically shown in Fig. 1.18.
Shear plane
Shear plane is the plane of separation of work material layer in the form of chip from the parent body due to
shear along that plane.
Shear angle
Angle of inclination of the shear plane from the direction of cutting velocity as shown in Fig. 1.18.
The value of shear angle, denoted by β (taken in orthogonal plane) depends upon:
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 Chip thickness before cut and after cut i.e. rc.
 Rake angle, γ (in orthogonal plane).
From Fig. 1.18,
AC = a2 = OA cos(β – γ) and AB = a1 = OA sinβ dividing a2 by a1
a2 / a1 = rc = cos(β – γ) / sinβ
1.9
or tanβ = cosγ / rc – sinγ
1.10
Replacing chip reduction coefficient, rc by cutting ratio, r, the equation 1.10 changes to,
tanβ = rcosγ / 1 – rsinγ
1.11
Equation 1.10 depicts that with the increase in rc, shear angle decreases and vice-versa. It is also evident from
equation 1.10 as well as equation 1.4 that shear angle increases both directly and indirectly with the increase
in tool rake angle. Increase in shear angle means more favorable machining condition requiring lesser specific
energy.
Cutting strain
The magnitude of strain, that develops along the shear plane due to machining action, is called cutting strain
(shear). The relationship of this cutting strain, ε with the governing parameters can be derived from Fig. 1.19.

Fig. 1.19 Cutting strain in machining
Due to presence of the tool as an obstruction the layer 1 has been shifted to position 2 by
sliding along the shear plane. From Fig. 1.19,
Cutting strain (average), ε = _s / Y = PM / ON or ε = PN + NM / ON
ε = PN / ON + NM / ON or ε = cot β + tan(β – γ)
1.12
Built-up-Edge (BUE) formation
Causes of formation
In machining ductile metals like steels with long chip-tool contact length, lot of stress and temperature
develops in the secondary deformation zone at the chip-tool interface. Under such high stress and temperature
in between two clean surfaces of metals, strong bonding may locally take place due to adhesion similar to
welding. Such bonding will be encouraged and accelerated if the chip tool materials have mutual affinity or
solubility.
The weldment starts forming as an embryo at the most favorable location and thus gradually grows as
schematically shown in Fig. 1.20.
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Fig. 1.20 Scheme of built-up-edge formation
With the growth of the BUE, the force, F (shown in Fig. 1.20) also gradually increases due to wedging action
of the tool tip along with the BUE formed on it. Whenever the force, F exceeds the bonding force of the BUE,
the BUE is broken or sheared off and taken away by the flowing chip. Then again BUE starts forming and
growing. This goes on repeatedly.
Characteristics of BUE
Built-up-edges are characterized by its shape, size and bond strength, which depend upon:
 Work tool materials.
 Stress and temperature, i.e., cutting velocity and feed.
 Cutting fluid application governing cooling and lubrication.
BUE may develop basically in three different shapes as schematically shown in Fig. 1.21 (a, b and c).

(c) Flat type

Fig. 1.22 Overgrowing and
overflowing of BUE
causing surface roughness
In machining too soft and ductile metals by tools like high speed steel or uncoated carbide the BUE may grow
larger and overflow towards the finished surface through the flank as shown in Fig. 1.22. While the major part
of the detached BUE goes away along the flowing chip, a small part of the BUE may remain stuck on the
machined surface and spoils the surface finish. BUE formation needs certain level of temperature at the
interface depending upon the mutual affinity of the work-tool materials. With the increase in VC and so the
cutting temperature rises and favors BUE formation. But if VC is raised too high beyond certain limit, BUE
will be squashed out by the flowing chip before the BUE grows. Fig. 1.23 shows schematically the role of
increasing VC and so on BUE formation (size). But sometime the BUE may adhere so strongly that it remains
strongly bonded at the tool tip and does not break or shear off even after reasonably long time of machining.
Such harmful situation occurs in case of certain tool-work materials and at speed-feed conditions which
strongly favor adhesion and welding.

(a) Positive wedge (b) Negative wedge Fig.
1.21 Different forms of built-up-edge.
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Fig. 1.23 Role of cutting velocity and feed on BUE formation
Effects of BUE formation
Formation of BUE causes several harmful effects, such as:
 It unfavorably changes the rake angle at the tool tip causing increase in cutting forces and power
consumption.
 Repeated formation and dislodgement of the BUE causes fluctuation in cutting forces and thus
induces vibration which is harmful for the tool, job and the machine tool.
 Surface finish gets deteriorated.
 May reduce tool life by accelerating tool-wear at its rake surface by adhesion and flaking
occasionally, formation of thin flat type stable BUE may reduce tool wear at the rake face.
Types of chips
Different types of chips of various shape, size, colour etc. are produced by machining
depending upon:
 Type of cut, i.e., continuous (turning, boring etc.) or intermittent cut (milling).
 Work material (brittle or ductile etc.).
 Cutting tool geometry (rake, cutting angles etc.).
 Levels of the cutting velocity and feed (low, medium or high).
 Cutting fluid (type of fluid and method of application).
The basic major types of chips and the conditions generally under which such types of chips form are
given below:
Continuous chips without BUE
When the cutting tool moves towards the work piece, there occurs a plastic deformation of the work piece and
the metal is separated without any discontinuity and it moves like a ribbon. The chip moves along the face of
the tool. This mostly occurs while cutting a ductile material. It is desirable to have smaller chip thickness and
higher cutting speed in order to get continuous chips. Lesser power is consumed while continuous chips are
produced. Total life is also mortised in this process. The formation of continuous chips is schematically shown
in Fig. 1.24.
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Fig. 1.24 Formation of continuous chips
Fig. 1.25 Formation of discontinuous chips
The following condition favors the formation of continuous chips without BUE chips:
 Work material - ductile.
 Cutting velocity - high.
 Feed - low.
 Rake angle - positive and large.
 Cutting fluid - both cooling and lubricating.
Discontinuous chips
This is also called as segmental chips. This mostly occurs while cutting brittle material such as cast iron or
low ductile materials. Instead of shearing the metal as it happens in the previous process, the metal is being
fractured like segments of fragments and they pass over the tool faces. Tool life can also be more in this
process. Power consumption as in the previous case is also low. The formation of continuous chips is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.25.
The following condition favors the formation of discontinuous chips:
 Of irregular size and shape: - work material - brittle like grey cast iron.
 Of regular size and shape: - work material ductile but hard and work hardenable.
 Feed rate - large.
 Tool rake - negative.
 Cutting fluid - absent or inadequate.
Continuous chips with BUE
When cutting a ductile metal, the compression of the metal is followed by the high heat at tool face. This in
turns enables part of the removed metal to be welded into the tool. This is known as built up edge, a very
hardened layer of work material attached to the tool face, which tends to act as a cutting edge itself replacing
the real cutting tool edge.
The built-up edge tends to grow until it reaches a critical size (~0.3 mm) and then passes off with the chip,
leaving small fragments on the machining surface. Chip will break free and cutting forces are smaller, but the
effect is a rough machined surface. The built-up edge disappears at high cutting speeds.
The weld metal is work hardened or strain hardened. While the cutting process is continued, some of built up
edge may be combined with the chip and pass along the tool face. Some of the built up edge may be
permanently fixed on the tool face. This produces a rough surface finish and the tool life may be reduced. The
formation of continuous chips with BUE is schematically shown in Fig. 1.26.
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Fig. 1.26 Formation of continuous chips with BUE
The following condition favors the formation of continuous chips with BUE chips:

- ductile.
 Cutting velocity - low (~0.5 m/s,).
 Small or negative rake angles.
 Feed - medium or large.
 Cutting fluid - inadequate or absent.
Often in machining ductile metals at high speed, the chips are deliberately broken into small segments of
regular size and shape by using chip breakers mainly for convenience and reduction of chip-tool contact
length.
Chip breakers
Need and purpose of chip-breaking
Continuous machining like turning of ductile metals, unlike brittle metals like grey cast iron, produce
continuous chips, which leads to their handling and disposal problems. The problems become acute when
ductile but strong metals like steels are machined at high cutting velocity for high MRR by flat rake face type
carbide or ceramic inserts. The sharp edged hot continuous chip that comes out at very high speed:
 Becomes dangerous to the operator and the other people working in the vicinity.
 May impair the finished surface by entangling with the rotating job.
 Creates difficulties in chip disposal.
Therefore it is essentially needed to break such continuous chips into small regular pieces for:
 Safety of the working people.
 Prevention of damage of the product.
 Easy collection and disposal of chips.
Chip breaking is done in proper way also for the additional purpose of improving machinability by reducing
the chip-tool contact area, cutting forces and crater wear of the cutting tool.
Principles of chip-breaking
In respect of convenience and safety, closed coil type chips of short length and ‘coma’ shaped broken-to-half
turn chips are ideal in machining of ductile metals and alloys at high speed.
The principles and methods of chip breaking are generally classified as follows:
 Self chip breaking - This is accomplished without using a separate chip-breaker either as an
attachment or an additional geometrical modification of the tool.
 Forced chip breaking - This is accomplished by additional tool geometrical features or devices.
a) Self breaking of chips
Ductile chips usually become curled or tend to curl (like clock spring) even in machining by tools with flat
rake surface due to unequal speed of flow of the chip at its free and generated (rubbed) surfaces and unequal
temperature and cooling rate at those two surfaces. With the increase in cutting velocity and rake angle
(positive) the radius of curvature increases, which is more dangerous.
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In case of oblique cutting due to presence of inclination angle, restricted cutting effect etc. the curled chips
deviate laterally resulting helical coiling of the chips. The curled chips may self break:
 By natural fracturing of the strain hardened outgoing chip after sufficient cooling and spring back as
indicated in Fig. 1.27 (a). This kind of chip breaking is generally observed under the condition close
to that which favors formation of jointed or segmented chips.
 By striking against the cutting surface of the job, as shown in Fig. 1.27 (b), mostly under pure
orthogonal cutting.
 By striking against the tool flank after each half to full turn as indicated in Fig. 1.27 (c).

(a) Natural
(b) Striking on job
(c) Striking at tool flank
Fig. 1.27 Principles of self breaking of chips
The possibility and pattern of self chip-breaking depend upon the work material, tool material and tool
geometry (γ, λ, φ and r), levels of the process parameters (VC and fo) and the machining environment (cutting
fluid application) which are generally selected keeping in view the overall machinability.
b) Forced chip-breaking
The hot continuous chip becomes hard and brittle at a distance from its origin due to work hardening and
cooling. If the running chip does not become enough curled and work hardened, it may not break. In that case
the running chip is forced to bend or closely curl so that it breaks into pieces at regular intervals. Such broken
chips are of regular size and shape depending upon the configuration of the chip breaker. Chip breakers are
basically of two types:
 In-built type.
 Clamped or attachment type.
In-built breakers are in the form of step or groove at the rake surface near the cutting edges of the tools.
Such chip breakers are provided either:
 After their manufacture - in case of HSS tools like drills, milling cutters, broaches etc and brazed type
carbide inserts.
 During their manufacture by powder metallurgical process - e.g., throw away type inserts of carbides,
ceramics and cermets.
The basic principle of forced chip breaking is schematically shown in Fig. 1.28. When the strain hardened and
brittle running chip strikes the heel, the cantilever chip gets forcibly bent and then breaks.

W = width, H = height, β = shear angle
Fig. 1.28 Principle of forced chip breaking
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Fig. 1.29 (a, b, c and d) schematically shows some commonly used step type chip breakers:
➢

➢

and negative type.

➢

- for heavy cuts.

Fig. 1.29 Step type in-built chip breaker (a) Parallel step (b) Parallel and radiused (c) Positive
angular (d) Negative angular
Fig. 1.30 (a and b) schematically shows some commonly used groove type in-built chip breakers:
➢

➢

(a) Circular groove (b) Tilted Vee groove Fig. 1.30 Groove
type in-built chip breaker
The unique characteristics of in-built chip breakers are:
➢

chip.
➢
➢
➢

The outer end of the step or groove acts as the heel that forcibly bends and fractures the running
Simple in configuration, easy manufacture and inexpensive.
The geometry of the chip-breaking features is fixed once made. (i.e., cannot be controlled)
Effective only for fixed range of speed and feed for any given tool-work combination.

(c) Clamped type chip-breaker
Clamped type chip breakers work basically in the principle of stepped type chip-breaker but have the
provision of varying the width of the step and / or the angle of the heel.
Fig. 1.31 (a, b and c) schematically shows three such chip breakers of common use.
➢

parametric combination.

ional strip - effective only for a limited domain of
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- little versatile.

➢

β) - quite versatile but less rugged and more

➢

expensive

(a) Fixed geometry (b) Variable width (c) Variable width and
angle Fig. 1.31 Clamped type chip breakers
(d) Chip breakers in solid HSS tools
Despite advent of several modern cutting tool materials, HSS is still used for its excellent TRS (transverse
rupture strength) and toughness, formability, grindability and low cost. The cutting tools made of solid HSS
blanks, such as form tools, twist drills, slab milling cutters, broaches etc, are also often used with suitable chip
breakers for breaking the long or wide continuous chips. The handling of wide and long chips often becomes
difficult particularly while drilling large diameter and deep holes. Grooves, either on the rake faces or on the
flanks as shown in Fig. 1.32 help to break the chips both along the length and breadth in drilling ductile
metals. The locations of the grooves are offset in the two cutting edges.

Fig. 1.32 Chip breaking grooves.

(a) Crisp design of chip-breaking drill
(b) US industrial design of chip-breaking
drill Fig. 1.33 Designs of chip-breaking drill
Fig. 1.33 (a and b) schematically shows another principle of chip-breaking when the drilling chips are forced
to tighter curling followed by breaking of the strain hardened chips into pieces.
Plain milling and end milling inherently produces discontinuous ‘coma’ shaped chips of favorably shorter
length. But the chips become very wide while milling wide surfaces and may offer problem of chip disposal.
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To reduce this problem, the milling cutters are provided with small peripheral grooves on the cutting edges as
shown in Fig. 1.34. Such in-built type chip breakers break the wide chips into a number of chips of much
shorter width. Similar groove type chip-breakers are also often provided along the teeth of broaches, for
breaking the chips to shorter width and ease of disposal.

Fig. 1.34 Chip breaking grooves on a plain helical milling cutter
Overall effects of chip breaking
Favorable effects:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Safety of the operator(s) from the hot, sharp continuous chip flowing out at high speed.
Convenience of collection and disposal of chips.
A chance of damage of the finished surface by entangling or rubbing with the chip is eliminated.
More effective cutting fluid action due to shorter and varying chip tool contact length.

Unfavorable effects:
➢
Chances of harmful vibration due to frequent chip breaking and hitting at the heel or flank of the tool bit.
➢
➢

More heat and stress concentration near the sharp cutting edge and hence chances of its rapid failure.
Surface finish may deteriorate.

ORTHOGONAL METAL CUTTING
Benefit of knowing and purpose of determining cutting forces
The aspects of the cutting forces concerned:
 Magnitude of the cutting forces and their components.
 Directions and locations of action of those forces.
 Pattern of the forces: static and / or dynamic.
Knowing or determination of the cutting forces facilitate or are required for:
 Estimation of cutting power consumption, which also enables selection of the power
source(s) during design of the machine tools.
 Structural design of the machine - fixture - tool system.
 Evaluation of role of the various machining parameters (process - VC, fo, t, tool - material
and geometry, environment - cutting fluid) on cutting forces.
 Study of behaviour and machinability characterization of the work materials.
 Condition monitoring of the cutting tools and machine tools.
Cutting force components and their significances
The single point cutting tools being used for turning, shaping, planing, slotting, boring etc. are characterized
by having only one cutting force during machining. But that force is resolved into two or three components
for ease of analysis and exploitation. Fig. 1.37 visualizes how the single cutting force in turning is resolved
into three components along the three orthogonal directions; X, Y and Z. The resolution of the force
components in turning can be more conveniently understood from their display in 2-D as shown in Fig. 1.38.
Fig. 1.37 Cutting force R resolved into PX, PY and PZ Fig. 1.38 turning force resolved into PZ, PX and
PY The resultant cutting force, R is resolved as,
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R = PZ + PXY
1.13
and PXY = PX + PY
1.14
where, PX = PXY sinφ
1.15
and PY = PXY cosφ
1.16
PZ - Tangential component taken in the direction of Zm axis.
PX - Axial component taken in the direction of longitudinal feed or Xm axis.
PY - Radial or transverse component taken along Ym axis.
In Fig. 1.37 and Fig. 1.38 the force components are shown to be acting on the tool. A similar set of forces also
act on the job at the cutting point but in opposite directions as indicated by PZ', PXY', PX' and PY' in Fig.
1.38.

Significance of PZ, PX and PY
 PZ: Called the main or major component as it is the largest in magnitude. It is also called power
component as it being acting along and being multiplied by VC decides cutting power (PZ.VC)
consumption.
 PY: May not be that large in magnitude but is responsible for causing dimensional inaccuracy and
vibration.
 PX: It, even if larger than PY, is least harmful and hence least significant.
Merchant’s Circle Diagram and its use
In orthogonal cutting when the chip flows along the orthogonal plane, π0, the cutting force (resultant) and its
components PZ and PXY remain in the orthogonal plane. Fig. 1.39 is schematically showing the forces acting
on a piece of continuous chip coming out from the shear zone at a constant speed. That chip is apparently in a
state of equilibrium.
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Fig 1.39 Development of Merchant’s Fig. 1.40 Merchant’s Circle
Diagram circle diagram with cutting forces
The forces in the chip segment are:
 From job-side:
Ps - Shear force.
➢



➢

➢



Pn - force normal to the shear force.

From the tool side:

R1 = R (in state of equilibrium) where, R1 = F + N N Force normal to rake face.

F - Friction force at chip tool interface.
The resulting cutting force R or R1 can be resolved further
as, R1 = PZ + PXY where, PZ - Force along the velocity
vector. PXY - force along orthogonal plane.
The circle(s) drawn taking R or R1 as diameter is called Merchant’s circle which contains all the force
components concerned as intercepts. The two circles with their forces are combined into one circle having all
the forces contained in that as shown by the diagram called Merchant’s Circle Diagram (MCD) in Fig. 1.40.
The significance of the forces displayed in the Merchant’s Circle Diagram is:
Ps - The shear force essentially required to produce or separate the chip from the parent body by
shear. Pn - Inherently exists along with Ps.
F - Friction force at the chip tool interface.
N - Force acting normal to the rake surface.
PZ = PXY – PX + PY = main force or power component acting in the direction of cutting velocity.
The magnitude of PS provides the yield shear strength of the work material under the cutting action. The
values of F and the ratio of F and N indicate the nature and degree of interaction like friction at the chip tool
interface. The force components PX, PY, PZ are generally obtained by direct measurement. Again PZ helps in
determining cutting power and specific energy requirement. The force components are also required to design
the cutting tool and the machine tool.
Advantageous use of Merchant’s circle diagram
Proper use of MCD enables the followings:
➢

➢
➢

Easy, quick and reasonably accurate determination of several other forces from a few known forces involved in
machining.
Friction at chip tool interface and dynamic yield shear strength can be easily determined.
Equations relating the different forces are easily developed.

Some limitations of use of MCD:
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➢
➢
➢

Merchant’s circle diagram (MCD) is only valid for orthogonal cutting.
By the ratio, F/N, the MCD gives apparent (not actual) coefficient of friction.
It is based on single shear plane theory.

Development of equations for estimation of cutting forces
The two basic methods of determination of cutting forces and their characteristics are:
(a) Analytical method: Enables estimation of cutting
forces. Characteristics:
➢

➢
➢
➢

Easy, quick and inexpensive.
Very approximate and average.
Effect of several factors like cutting velocity, cutting fluid action etc. are not revealed.
Unable to depict the dynamic characteristics of the forces.

(b) Experimental methods: Direct measurement.
Characteristics:
➢

➢
➢
➢

Quite accurate and provides true picture.
Can reveal effect of variation of any parameter on the forces.
Depicts both static and dynamic parts of the forces.
Needs measuring facilities, expertise and hence expensive.

The equations for analytical estimation of the salient cutting force components are conveniently developed
using Merchant’s Circle Diagram (MCD) when it is orthogonal cutting by any single point cutting tool like, in
turning, shaping, planing, boring etc.
Development of mathematical expressions for cutting
forces Tangential or main component, PZ
This can be very conveniently done by using Merchant’s Circle Diagram, as shown in Fig.
1.40. From the MCD shown in Fig. 1.40,
PZ = Rcos(η – γ)
1.17
Ps = Rcos(β + η – γ)
1.18
Dividing Eqn. 1.17 by Eqn.
1.18,
PZ = Ps cos(η – γ) / cos(β + η – γ)
1.19
It was already shown that, Ps = t.f. τs / sinβ
1.20
where, τs - Dynamic yield shear strength of the work material.
Thus, PZ = t.f. τs cos(η – γ) / sinβ cos(β + η – γ)
1.21
For brittle work materials, like grey cast iron, usually, 2β + η – γ = 900 and τs remains almost
unchanged.
Then for turning brittle material,
PZ = t.f. τs cos(900 – 2β) / sinβ cos(900 – β)
1.22
or PZ = 2 t.f. τs cotβ
1.23
Where, cotβ = rc – tanγ
rc = a2 / a1 = a2 / f sinφ
It is difficult to measure chip thickness and evaluate the values of ζ while machining brittle materials
and the value of τs is roughly estimated from
τs = 0.175 BHN
1.24
where, BHN - Brinnel’s Hardness number.
But most of the engineering materials are ductile in nature and even some semi-brittle materials
behave ductile under the cutting condition. The angle relationship reasonably accurately applicable
for ductile metals is
β + η – γ = 450
1.25
and the value of τs is obtained from,
τs = 0.186 BHN (approximate)
1.26
or τs = 0.74σuε0.6_ (more suitable and accurate)
1.27
where, σu - Ultimate tensile strength of the work material
rc – tanγ

ε - Cutting strain, ε ≅
∆ % elongation
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Substituting Eqn. 1.25 in Eqn. 1.21,
PZ = t.f. τs(cot β + 1)

1.28

Again cotβ ≅ rc – tanγ

So, PZ = t.f.τs(rc – tanγ + 1)
1.29
Axial force, PX and transverse force, PY
From the MCD shown in Fig. 1.40,
PXY = PZ tan(η – γ)
1.30
Combining Eqn. 1.21 and Eqn.
1.30,
PXY = t.f.τs sin(η – γ) / sinβ cos(β + η – γ)
1.31
Again, using the angle relationship β + η – γ = 450, for ductile material
PXY = t.f.τs(cotβ – 1)
1.32
or PXY = t.f.τs(rc – tanγ – 1)
1.33
where, τs = 0.74σuε0.6 or τs = 0.186 BHN
It is already known,
PX = PXYsinφ and PY = PXYcosφ
Therefore, PX = t.f.τs(rc – tanγ – 1)sinφ
1.34
and PY = t.f.τs(rc – tanγ – 1) cosφ
1.35
Friction force, F, normal force, N and apparent coefficient of friction µa
From the MCD shown in Fig. 1.40,
F = PZ sinγ + PXY cosγ
1.36
and N = PZ cosγ – PXY sinγ
1.37
µa = F / N = PZ sinγ + PXY cosγ / PZ cosγ – PXY sinγ
1.38
or µa = PZ tanγ + PXY / PZ – PXY tanγ
1.39
Therefore, if PZ and PXY are known or determined either analytically or experimentally the values
of F, N and µa can be determined using equations only.
Shear force Ps and Pn
From the MCD shown in Fig. 1.40,
Ps = PZ cosβ – PXY sinβ
1.40
and Pn = PZ sinβ + PXY cosβ
1.41
From Ps, the dynamic yield shear strength of the work material, τs can be determined by using the
relation,
Ps = Asτs
where, As = t.f / sinβ = Shear area
Therefore, τs = Ps sinβ / t.f
τs = (PZ cosβ – PXY sinβ)sinβ / t.f
1.42
Metal cutting theories
Earnst - Merchant theory
Earnst and Merchant have developed a relationship between the shear angle β, the cutting rake angle γ, and
the angle of friction η as follows:
2β + η – γ = C where C is a machining constant for the work material dependent on the rate of change of the
shear strength of the metal with applied compressive stress, besides taking the internal coefficient of friction
into account.
Modified - Merchant theory
According to this theory the relation between the shear angle β, the cutting rake angle γ, and the angle of
friction η as follows:
➢
➢

_
Shear will take place in a direction in which energy required for shearing is minimum.
Shear stress is maximum at the shear plane and it remains constant.
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Lee and Shaffer’s theory
This theory analysis the process of orthogonal metal cutting by applying the theory of
plasticity for an ideal rigid plastic material. The principle assumptions are:
➢

➢

➢
➢

The work piece material ahead of the cutting tool behaves like an ideal plastic material.
The deformation of the metal occurs on a single shear plane.

This is a stress field within the produced chip which transmits the cutting force from the shearplane to the tool face
and therefore, the chip does not get hardened.
The chip separates from the parent material at the shear plane.

Based on this, they developed a slip line field for stress zone, in which no deformation would occur even if it
is stressed to its yield point. From this, they derived the following relationship.
β = π/4- η + γ
Velocity relationship
The velocity relationships for orthogonal cutting are illustrated in fig. 2.7 where VC is the
cutting velocity, Vs is the velocity of shear and Vf is the velocity of chip flow up the tool face.
Vs = VC cosγ / cos(β – γ)
1.43
and Vf = sinβ / cos(β – γ)
1.44
From equation Vf = VC / rc
It can be inferred from the principle of kinematics that the relative velocity of two bodies (here
tool and the chip) is equal to the vector difference between their velocities relative to the reference
body (the workpiece). So, VC = Vs + Vf
Metal removal rate
It is defined as the volume of metal removed in unit time. It is used to calculate the time required to remove
specified quantity of material from the work piece.
Metal removal rate (MRR) = t. f.VC 1.46 where, t - Depth of cut (mm), f - Feed
(mm / rev) and VC - Cutting speed (mm / sec). If the MRR is optimum, we can
reduce the machining cost. To achieve this:
➢

➢

➢

The cutting tool material should be proper.
Cutting tool should be properly ground.

Tool should be supported rigidly and therefore, there should be any vibration. For
turning operation, MRR = t.f.VC 1.47

For facing and spot milling operation, MRR = B.t.T
1.48
where B - Width of cut (mm) and T- Table travel (mm /sec).
For planing and shaping, MRR = t.f.L.S
1.49
where L - length of workpiece (mm) and S - Strokes per minute.
Evaluation of cutting power consumption and specific energy requirement
Cutting power consumption is a quite important issue and it should always be tried to be reduced
but without sacrificing MRR.
Cutting power consumption (PC) can be determined from, PC = PZ.VC + PX.Vf
1.50
where, Vf = feed velocity = Nf / 1000 m/min [N = rpm]

Since both PX and Vf, specially Vf are very small, PX.Vf can be neglected and then PC ≅ PZ.VC 1.51 Specific energy
requirement (Us) which means amount of energy required to remove unit volume of material, is an important machinability
characteristics of the work material. Specific energy requirement, Us, which should be tried to be reduced as far as possible,
depends not only on the work material but also the process of the machining, such as turning, drilling, grinding etc. and the
machining condition, i.e., VC, f, tool material and geometry and cutting fluid application.

Compared to turning, drilling requires higher specific energy for the same work-tool materials and grinding
requires very large amount of specific energy for adverse cutting edge geometry (large negative rake).
Specific energy, Us, is determined from,
Us = PZ.VC / MRR = PZ/ t.f
1.52
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CUTTING TOOL MATERIALS
Essential properties of cutting tool materials
The cutting tools need to be capable to meet the growing demands for higher productivity and economy as
well as to machine the exotic materials which are coming up with the rapid progress in science and
technology. The cutting tool material of the day and future essentially require the following properties to
resist or retard the phenomena leading to random or early tool failure:
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢

High mechanical strength; compressive, tensile, and TRA.
Fracture toughness - high or at least adequate.
High hardness for abrasion resistance.
High hot hardness to resist plastic deformation and reduce wear rate at elevated temperature.
Chemical stability or inertness against work material, atmospheric gases and cutting fluids.
Resistance to adhesion and diffusion.

Thermal conductivity - low at the surface to resist incoming of heat and high at the core to quickly dissipate the heat
entered.
High heat resistance and stiffness.
Manufacturability, availability and low cost

TOOL WEAR
Failure of cutting tools
Smooth, safe and economic machining necessitates:
➢

➢

Prevention of premature and terrible failure of the cutting tools.
Reduction of rate of wear of tool to prolong its life.

To accomplish the aforesaid objectives one should first know why and how the cutting tools fail.
Cutting tools generally fail by:
➢

Mechanical breakage due to excessive forces and shocks. Such kind of tool failure is random and
catastrophic in nature and hence is extremely detrimental.
➢

Quick dulling by plastic deformation due to intensive stresses and temperature. This type of failure
also occurs rapidly and is quite detrimental and unwanted.
➢

Gradual wear of the cutting tool at its flanks and rake surface.

The first two modes of tool failure are very harmful not only for the tool but also for the job and the machine
tool. Hence these kinds of tool failure need to be prevented by using suitable tool materials and geometry
depending upon the work material and cutting condition.
But failure by gradual wear, which is inevitable, cannot be prevented but can be slowed down only to enhance
the service life of the tool. The cutting tool is withdrawn immediately after it fails or, if possible, just before it
totally fails. For that one must understand that the tool has failed or is going to fail shortly.
It is understood or considered that the tool has failed or about to fail by one or more of the following
conditions:
(a) In R&D laboratories
➢

Total breakage of the tool or tool tip(s). _
Massive fracture at the cutting edge(s).

➢
➢

Excessive increase in cutting forces and/or vibration.
Average wear (flank or crater) reaches its specified limit(s).

(b) In machining industries
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Excessive (beyond limit) current or power consumption.
Excessive vibration and/or abnormal sound (chatter).
Total breakage of the tool.
Dimensional deviation beyond tolerance.
Rapid worsening of surface finish.
Adverse chip formation.

Mechanisms and pattern (geometry) of cutting tool wear
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For the purpose of controlling tool wear one must understand the various mechanisms of wear that the cutting
tool undergoes under different conditions.
The common mechanisms of cutting tool wear are:
(a) Mechanical wear
➢
➢

Thermally insensitive type; like abrasion, chipping and de-lamination.
Thermally sensitive type; like adhesion, fracturing, flaking etc.

Flank wear is a flat portion worn behind the cutting edge which eliminates some clearance or relief. It takes
place when machining brittle materials. Wear at the tool-chip interface occurs in the form of a depression or
crater. It is caused by the pressure of the chip as it slides up the face of the cutting tool. Both flank and crater
wear take place when feed is greater than 0.15 mm/rev at low or moderate speeds.
(b) Thermo chemical wear
➢
➢

Macro-diffusion by mass dissolution.
Micro-diffusion by atomic migration.

In diffusion wear the material from the tool at its rubbing surfaces, particularly at the rake surface gradually
diffuses into the flowing chips either in bulk or atom by atom when the tool material has chemical affinity or
solid solubility towards the work material. The rate of such tool wears increases with the increase in
temperature at the cutting zone. This wear becomes predominant when the cutting temperature becomes very
high due to high cutting velocity and high strength of the work material.
(c) Chemical wear
Chemical wear, leading to damages like grooving wear may occur if the tool material is not enough
chemically stable against the work material and/or the atmospheric gases.
(d) Galvanic wear
Galvanic wear, based on electrochemical dissolution, seldom occurs when the work and tool materials are
electrically conductive, cutting zone temperature is high and the cutting fluid acts as an electrolyte.
The usual pattern or geometry of wear of face milling inserts, turning tools and turning
inserts are typically shown in Fig. 1.49 (a, b, c and d).

Fig. 1.49 (b) Geometry and major features of Fig.
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Fig. 1.49 (d) Different types of wears of turning tools
Fig. 1.49 (d) Different types of wears of turning tools
In addition to ultimate failure of the tool, the following effects are also caused by the growing tool-wear:
 Increase in cutting forces and power consumption mainly due to the principal flank wear.
 Increase in dimensional deviation and surface roughness mainly due to wear of the tool-tips and
auxiliary flank wear (Vs).
 Odd sound and vibration.
 Worsening surface integrity.
 Mechanically weakening of the tool tip.
Measurement of tool wear
The various methods are:
 By loss of tool material in volume or weight, in one life time - this method is crude and is generally
applicable for critical tools like grinding wheels.
 By grooving and indentation method - in this approximate method wear depth is measured indirectly
by the difference in length of the groove or the indentation outside and inside the worn area.
 Using optical microscope fitted with micrometer - very common and effective method.
 Using scanning electron microscope (SEM) - used generally, for detailed study; both qualitative and
quantitative.
 Talysurf, especially for shallow crater wear
TOOL LIFE
Definition:
Tool life generally indicates the amount of satisfactory performance or service rendered by a fresh tool or a
cutting point till it is declared failed. Tool life is defined in two ways:
(a) In R & D: Actual machining time (period) by which a fresh cutting tool (or point) satisfactorily works
after which it needs replacement or reconditioning. The modern tools hardly fail prematurely or abruptly by
mechanical breakage or rapid plastic deformation. Those fail mostly by wearing process which systematically
grows slowly with machining time. In that case, tool life means the span of actual machining time by which a
fresh tool can work before attaining the specified limit of tool wear. Mostly tool life is decided by the
machining time till flank wear, VB reaches 0.3 mm or crater wear, KT reaches 0.15 mm.
(b) In industries or shop floor: The length of time of satisfactory service or amount of acceptable output
provided by a fresh tool prior to it is required to replace or recondition.
Assessment of tool life
For R & D purposes, tool life is always assessed or expressed by span of machining time in minutes, whereas,
in industries besides machining time in minutes some other means are also used to assess tool life, depending
upon the situation, such as:
 Number of pieces of work machined.
 Total volume of material removed.
 Total length of cut.
Taylor’s tool life equation
Wear and hence tool life of any tool for any work material is governed mainly by the level of the
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machining parameters i.e., cutting velocity (VC), feed (f) and depth of cut (t). Cutting velocity
affects maximum and depth of cut minimum.
The usual pattern of growth of cutting tool wear (mainly VB), principle of assessing tool life and its
dependence on cutting velocity are schematically shown in Fig. 1.50

Fig. 1.50 Growth of flank wear and assessment of tool life
The tool life obviously decreases with the increase in cutting velocity keeping other conditions unaltered as
indicated in Fig. 1.51. If the tool lives, T1, T2, T3, T4 etc are plotted against the corresponding cutting
velocities, V1, V2, V3, V4 etc as shown in Fig. 1.51, a smooth curve like a rectangular hyperbola is found to
appear. When F. W. Taylor plotted the same figure taking both V and T in log-scale, a more distinct linear
relationship appeared as schematically shown in Fig. 1.52

Fig. 1.51 Cutting velocity - tool life relationship Fig. 1.52 Cutting velocity - tool life on a log-log
scale With the slope, n and intercept, c, Taylor derived the simple equation as,
……………1.53
where, n is called, Taylor’s tool life exponent. The values of both ‘n’ and ‘c’ depend mainly upon
the tool-work materials and the cutting environment (cutting fluid application). The value of C
depends also on the limiting value of VB undertaken (i.e., 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm etc.).
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Modified Taylor’s tool life equation
In Taylor’s tool life equation, only the effect of variation of cutting velocity, VC on tool life has
been considered. But practically, the variation in feed (f) and depth of cut (t) also play role on tool life
to some extent. Taking into account the effects of all those parameters, the Taylor’s tool life equation
has been modified as,
where, T = tool life in minutes, CT ≅ a constant depending mainly upon the tool - work materials

and the limiting value of VB undertaken. x, y and z ≅ exponents so called tool life exponents depending upon the tool - work materials
and the machining environment. Generally, x > y > z as VC affects tool life maximum and t minimum. The values of the constants, CT, x,
y and z are available in Machining Data Handbooks or can be evaluated by machining tests.

Effect of tool geometry on tool life
The tool life is also affected by tool geometry. The nose radius (R) tends to improve tool life and
is evident from the relation:
Effect of side cutting edge angle on tool life
The side cutting edge angle (φs) may improve tool life under non-chatter conditions:
Tool life in terms of metal removal
The volume of metal removal from the work piece between tool sharpening for definite depth
of cut, feed and cutting speed can be determined as follows. For example in case of turning:
Cutting speed VC = πDN / 1000 m/min 1.57 where D - Diameter of work
piece (mm). N - Rotation speed of work piece (rpm).
Let t - Depth of cut (mm).
f - Feed rate (mm/min).
ttf - Time of tool failure (min).
T - Tool life in 1 mm3 of metal removal.

Factors affecting tool life
The life of the cutting tool is affected by the following factors:
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Machinability
Concept, definition and criteria of judgement of machinability
The term; ‘Machinability’ has been introduced for gradation of work materials with respect to machining
characteristics. But truly speaking, there is no unique or clear meaning of the term machinability. People tried
to describe “Machinability” in several ways such as:




material can be machined.
But it has been agreed, in general, that it is difficult to clearly define and quantify Machinability. For
instance, saying ‘material A is more machinable than material B’ may mean that compared to ‘B’:

ar or longer tool life.


Attempts were made to measure or quantify machinability and it was done mostly in terms of:

and economy in machining.

 imensional accuracy.

Often cutting temperature and chip form are also considered for assessing machinability.

CUTTING FLUIDS
Purposes and application of cutting fluid
The basic purposes of cutting fluid application are:
 Cooling of the job and the tool to reduce the detrimental effects of cutting temperature on the job and
the tool.
 Lubrication at the chip - tool interface and the tool flanks to reduce cutting forces and friction and
thus the amount of heat generation.
 Cleaning the machining zone by washing away the chip - particles and debris which, if present, spoils
the finished surface and accelerates damage of the cutting edges.
 Protection of the nascent finished surface - a thin layer of the cutting fluid sticks to the machined
surface and thus prevents its harmful contamination by the gases like SO2, O2, H2S, and NXOY
present in the atmosphere.
However, the main aim of application of cutting fluid is to improve machinability through reduction of cutting
forces and temperature, improvement by surface integrity and enhancement of tool life.
Essential properties of cutting fluids
To enable the cutting fluid fulfill its functional requirements without harming the Machine Fixture - Tool - Work (M-F-T-W) system and the operators, the cutting fluid should possess the
following properties:
 For cooling:
 High specific heat, thermal conductivity and film coefficient for heat transfer.
 Spreading and wetting ability.
 For lubrication:
 High lubricity without gumming and foaming.
 Wetting and spreading.
 High film boiling point.
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Friction reduction at extreme pressure (EP) and temperature.
-corrosive to the materials of the M-F-T-W system.
to bacterial growth.

Types of cutting fluids and their application
Generally, cutting fluids are employed in liquid form but occasionally also employed in gaseous form. Only
for lubricating purpose, often solid lubricants are also employed in machining and grinding. The cutting fluids,
which are commonly used, are:
Air blast or compressed air only
Machining of some materials like grey cast iron become inconvenient or difficult if any cutting fluid is
employed in liquid form. In such case only air blast is recommended for cooling and cleaning.
Solid or semi-solid lubricant
Paste, waxes, soaps, graphite, Moly-disulphide (MoS2) may also often be used, either applied directly to the
workpiece or as an impregnant in the tool to reduce friction and thus cutting forces, temperature and tool
wear.
Water
For its good wetting and spreading properties and very high specific heat, water is considered
as the best coolant and hence employed where cooling is most urgent.
Soluble oil
Water acts as the best coolant but does not lubricate. Besides, use of only water may impair the
machine-fixture-tool-work system by rusting. So oil containing some emulsifying agent and additive
like EPA, together called cutting compound, is mixed with water in a suitable ratio ( 1 ~ 2 in 20 ~ 50).
This milk like white emulsion, called soluble oil, is very common and widely used in
machining and grinding.
Cutting oils
Cutting oils are generally compounds of mineral oil to which are added desired type and amount
of vegetable, animal or marine oils for improving spreading, wetting and lubricating properties. As and
when required some EP additive is also mixed to reduce friction, adhesion and BUE formation in
heavy cuts.
Chemical fluids
These are occasionally used fluids which are water based where some organic and or
inorganic materials are dissolved in water to enable desired cutting fluid action.
There are two types of such cutting fluid:
 Chemically inactive type - high cooling, anti-rusting and wetting but less lubricating.
 Active (surface) type - moderate cooling and lubricating.
Cryogenic cutting fluid
Extremely cold (cryogenic) fluids (often in the form of gases) like liquid CO2 or N2 are used in
some special cases for effective cooling without creating much environmental pollution and
health hazards.
1.12. Methods of application of cutting fluid
The effectiveness and expense of cutting fluid application significantly depend also on how it is applied in
respect of flow rate and direction of application. In machining, depending upon the requirement and
facilities available, cutting fluids are generally employed in the following ways (flow):
 Drop-by-drop under gravity.
 Flood under gravity.
 In the form of liquid jet(s).
 Mist (atomized oil) with compressed air.
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(i) General principle of measurement.
The existence of some physical variables like force, temperature etc and its magnitude or strength cannot be
detected or quantified directly but can be so through their effect(s) only. For example, a force which can
neither be seen nor be gripped but can be detected and also quantified respectively by its effect(s) and the
amount of those effects (on some material) like elastic deflection, deformation, pressure, strain etc. These
effects, called signals, often need proper conditioning for easy, accurate and reliable detection and
measurement. The basic principle and general method of measurement is schematically shown in Fig. 10.1.
The measurement process is comprised of three stages:
Stage – 1 : The target physical variable (say force) is converted proportionally into another suitable variable
(say voltage) called signal, by using appropriate sensor or transducer.
Stage – 2 : The feeble and noisy signal is amplified, filtered, rectified (if necessary) and stabilized for
convenience and accuracy of measurement.
Stage – 3 : where the conditioned signal (say voltage) is quantitatively determined and recorded by using
some read out unit like galvanometer, oscilloscope, recorder or computer.

Fig. 10.1 General principle of measurement.
(ii) Different types of transducers used in dynamometers for measuring machining
forces. Measurement of cutting force(s) is based on three basic principles :
(a) measurement of elastic deflection of a body subjected to the cutting force
(b) measurement of elastic deformation, i.e. strain induced by the force
(c) measurement of pressure developed in a medium by the force.
The type of the transducer depends upon how that deflection, strain or pressure is detected and
quantified. (a) Measuring deflection caused by the cutting force(s)
Under the action of the cutting force, say PZ in turning, the tool or tool holder elastically deflects as indicated
in Fig. 10.2. Such tool deflection, δ is proportional to the magnitude of the cutting force, PZ, simply as,

where, L = overhang or equivalent projected length of the cantilever type tool (holder)
E = physical property (Young’s modulus of elasticity of the beam)
I = size (plane moment of inertia) of the beam section.
Since for a given cutting tool and its holder, E and I are fixed and the equation 10.1 becomes,
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δ α PZ or, δ = kPZ
(10.2)
where, k is a constant of proportionality.

Fig. 10.2 Cutting tool undergoing deflection, δ due to cutting force,
PZ The deflection, δ, can be measured
• mechanically by dial gauge (mechanical transducer)
• electrically by using several transducers like;
≅
≅
≅
≅

potentiometer; linear or circular
capacitive pickup
inductive p ickup
LVDT as schematically shown in Fig. 10.3.

• opto-electronically by photocell where the length of the slit through which light passes to the photocell
changes proportionally with the tool – deflection
All such transducers need proper calibration before use.
In case of mechanical measurement of the tool deflection by dial gauge, calibration is done by employing
known loads, W and the corresponding tool deflections, δ are noted and then plotted as shown in Fig. 10.4.
Here the slope of the curve represents the constant, k of the equation (10.2). Then while actual measurement
of the cutting force, PZ, the δ* is noted and the corresponding force is assessed from the plot as shown.
In capacitive pick up type dynamometer, the cutting force causes proportional tool deflection, δ , which
causes change in the gap (d) and hence capacitance, C as

The change in C is then measured in terms of voltage, ∆V which becomes proportional to the force. The final
relation between PZ and ∆V is established by calibration.
In case of LVDT, the linear movement of the core, (coupled with the tool), inside the fixed coil produces
proportional voltage across the secondary coil.
Fig. 10.3 Electrical transducers working based on deflection measurement.
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Fig. 10.3 Electrical transducers working based on deflection measurment
(a) linear pot (b) circular pot (c) capacitive pick up (d) LVDT type

Fig. 10.4 Calibration of mechanical measurement system (dial gauge)
(b) Measuring cutting force by monitoring elastic strain caused by
the force.
Increasing deflection, δ enhances sensitivity of the dynamometer but may affect machining accuracy where
large value of δ is restricted, the cutting forces are suitably measured by using the change in strain caused by
the force. Fig. 10.5 shows the principle of force measurement by measuring strain, ε, which would be
proportional with the magnitude of the force, F (say PZ) as,

where, M = bending moment
Z = sectional modulus (I/y) of the tool section
I = plane moment of inertia of the plane section
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y = distance of the straining surface from the neutral plane of the beam (tool)

Fig. 10.5 Measuring cutting forces by strain gauges
The strain, ε induced by the force changes the electrical resistance, R, of the strain gauges which are firmly
pasted on the surface of the tool-holding beam as
(10.5)
where, G = gauge factor (around 2.0 for conductive gauges)
The change in resistance of the gauges connected in a wheatstone bridge produces voltage output ∆V, through
a strain measuring bridge (SMB) as indicated in Fig. 10.6.
Out of the four gauges, R1, R2, R3 and R4, two are put in tension and two in compression as shown in Fig.
10.6. The output voltage, ∆V, depends upon the constant, G and the summation of strains as,

∆ =G

Fig. 10.6 Force measurement by strain gauge based transducer.
(c) Measuring cutting forces by pressure caused by the
force This type of transducer functions in two ways :
• the force creates hydraulic pressure (through a diaphragm or piston) which is monitored directly by
pressure gauge
• the force causes pressure on a piezoelectric crystal and produces an emf proportional to the force or
pressure as indicated in Fig. 10.7.
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Here, emf = λtp (10.7)
where λ = voltage sensitivity of the crystal
t = thickness of the crystal
p = pressure
Force or pressure

Fig. 10.7 Piezoelectric transducer for measuring force or pressure.
(iii) Design requirements for Tool – force Dynamometers
For consistently accurate and reliable measurement, the following requirements are considered during design
and construction of any tool force dynamometers :
• Sensitivity : the dynamometer should be reasonably sensitive
for precision measurement
• Rigidity : the dynamometer need to be quite rigid to withstand
the forces without causing much deflection which may affect
the machining condition
• Cross sensitivity : the dynamometer should be free from cross sensitivity such that one force (say PZ) does
not affect measurement of the other forces (say PX and PY)
• Stability against humidity and temperature
• Quick time response
• High frequency response such that the readings are not affected by vibration within a reasonably high range
of frequency
• Consistency, i.e. the dynamometer should work desirably over a long period.
(iv) Construction and working principle of some common tool – force dynamometers.
The dynamometers being commonly used now-a-days for measuring machining forces desirably accurately
and precisely (both static and dynamic characteristics) are either • strain gauge type
or • piezoelectric type
Strain gauge type dynamometers are inexpensive but less accurate and consistent, whereas, the piezoelectric
type are highly accurate, reliable and consistent but very expensive for high material cost and stringent
construction.
• Turning Dynamometer
Turning dynamometers may be strain gauge or piezoelectric type and may be of one, two or three dimensions
capable to monitor all of PX, PY and PZ.
For ease of manufacture and low cost, strain gauge type turning dynamometers are widely used and preferably
of 2 – D (dimension) for simpler construction, lower cost and ability to provide almost all the desired force
values.
Design and construction of a strain – gauge type 2 – D turning dynamometer are shown schematically in Fig.
10.8 and photographically in Fig. 10.9 Two full bridges comprising four live strain gauges are provided for
PZ and PX channels which are connected with the strain measuring bridge for detection and measurement of
strain in terms of voltage which provides the magnitude of the cutting forces through calibration. Fig. 10.10
pictorially shows use of 3 – D turning dynamometer having piezoelectric transducers inside.
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Fig. 10.8 Schematic view of a strain gauge type 2 – D turning dynamometer.
• Drilling dynamometer
Physical construction of a strain gauge type 2 – D drilling dynamometer for measuring torque and thrust force
is typically shown schematically in Fig. 10.11 and pictorially in Fig. 10.12. Four strain gauges are mounted on
the upper and lower surfaces of the two opposite ribs for PX – channel and four on the side surfaces of the
other two ribs for the torque channel. Before use, the dynamometer must be calibrated to enable determination
of the actual values of T and PX from the voltage values or reading taken in SMB or PC.
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MODULI-II
SHAPER MACHINE
Introduction: The shaper is a machine tool used primarily for:
1. Producing a flat or plane surface which may be in a horizontal, a vertical or an angular plane.
2. Making slots, grooves and keyways
3. Producing contour of concave/convex or a combination of these
Working Principle: The job is rigidly fixed on the machine table. The single point cutting tool held properly
in the tool post is mounted on a reciprocating ram. The reciprocating motion of the ram is obtained by a quick
return motion mechanism. As the ram reciprocates, the tool cuts the material during its forward stroke. During
return, there is no cutting action and this stroke is called the idle stroke. The forward and return strokes
constitute one operating cycle of the shaper.

Construction: The main parts of the Shaper machine is Base, Body (Pillar, Frame, Column), Cross rail, Ram
and tool head (Tool Post, Tool Slide, Clamper Box Block).
Base: The base is a heavy cast iron casting which is fixed to the shop floor. It supports the body frame and the
entire load of the machine. The base absorbs and withstands vibrations and other forces which are likely to be
induced during the shaping operations.
Body (Pillar, Frame, Column): It is mounted on the base and houses the drive mechanism compressing the
main drives, the gear box and the quick return mechanism for the ram movement. The top of the body
provides guide ways for the ram and its front provides the guide ways for the cross rail.
Cross rail: The cross rail is mounted on the front of the body frame and can be moved up and down. The
vertical movement of the cross rail permits jobs of different heights to be accommodated below the tool.
Sliding along the cross rail is a saddle which carries the work table.
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Ram and tool head: The ram is driven back and forth in its slides by the slotted link mechanism. The back
and forth movement of ram is called stroke and it can be adjusted according to the length of the workpiece to
be-machined.
PLANER MACHINE
Introduction: The planer is a machine tool designed to produce plane and flat surface on a workpiece which
is too large or too heavy. The workpiece is securely fixed on a table called platen, and it reciprocates
horizontally against a single edged cutting tool. The surface machined may be horizontal, vertical or at an
angle.
Operations of planer machine: The planer is used for:
1. Planing flat horizontal, vertical and curved surfaces.
2. Planing at an angle and machining dovetails.
3. Planing slots and grooves.
The planer are available in different types for doing different types and sizes of job; the most common being
the standard and double housing planer.
Construction: The main parts of the double Housing Planer machine is Bed and table, Housings, Cross rail, ,
Tool heads, Driving and feed mechanism.

Bed and table: The bed is a long heavy base and table made of cast iron. Its top surface is flat and machined
accurately. The flat top surface has slots in which the workpiece can be securely clamped. The workpiece
needs rigid fixing so that it does not shift out of its position. The standard clamping devices used on planer
machine are: Heavy duty vice, T-holders and clamps, angle plate, planer jack, step blocks and stop. The table
movement may be actuated by a variable speed drive through a rack and pinion arrangement, or a hydraulic
system.
Housings: The housings are the rigid and upright column like castings. These are located near the centre on
each side of the base.
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Cross rail: The cross rail is a horizontal member supported on the machined ways of the upright columns.
Guide ways are provided on vertical face of each column and that enables up and vertical movement of the
cross rail. The vertical movement of the cross rail allows to accommodate workpiece of different heights.
Since the cross rail is supported at both the ends, this type of planer machine is rigid in construction.
Tool heads: Generally two tool heads are mounted in the horizontal cross rail and one on each of the vertical
housing. Tool heads may be swiveled so that angular cuts can be made.
Driving and feed mechanism: The tool heads may be fed either by hand or by power in crosswise or vertical
direction. The motor drive is usually at one side of the planer near the centre and drive mechanism is located
under the table.
The size of the planer is specified by the maximum length of the stroke, and also by the size of the largest
rectangular solid that can be machined on it.
DRILLING MACHINE
Introduction: The drilling machine or drill press is one of the most common and useful machine employed in
industry for producing forming and finishing holes in a workpiece. The unit essentially consists of:
1. A spindle which turns the tool (called drill) which can be advanced in the workpiece either automatically or
by hand.
2. A work table which holds the workpiece rigidly in position.
Working principle: The rotating edge of the drill exerts a large force on the workpiece and the hole is
generated. The removal of metal in a drilling operation is by shearing and extrusion.

Working Principle of Drill machine Sensitive Drill Machine/Drill Press
Types of Drilling Machines: A wide variety of drilling machines are available ranging from the simple
portable to highly complex automatic and numerically controlled machines are as follows:
1. Portable drilling machine: It is a small light weight, compact and self contained unit that can drill holes
upto 12.5 rnrn diameter. The machine is driven by a small electric motor operating at high speed. The
machine is capable of drilling holes in the workpieces in any position.
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2. Sensitive drill machine/press: This is a light weight, high speed machine designed for drilling small holes in
light jobs. Generally the machine has the capacity to rotate drills of 1.5 to 15.5 rnrn at high speed of 20,000
rev/min.
Construction: The machine has only a hand feed mechanism for feeding the tool into the workpiece. This
enables the operator to feel how the drill is cutting and accordingly he can control the down feed pressure.
Sensitive drill presses are manufactured in bench or floor models, i.e., the base of machine may be mounted
on a bench or floor.
The main operating parts of a sensitive machine/drill press are Base, Column, Table, and Drill Head.

1. Base: The base is a heavy casting that supports the machine structure; it provides rigid mounting for the
column and stability for the machine. The base is usually provided with holes and slots which help to Bolt the
base to a table or bench and allow the work-holding device or the workpiece to be fastened to the base.
2. Column: The column is a vertical post that Column holds the worktable and the head containing the
driving mechanism. The column may be of round or box section.
3. Table: The table, either rectangular or round. Drill machine/press in shape supports the workpiece and is
carried by the vertical column. The surface of the table is 90-degree to the column and it can be raised,
lowered and swiveled around it. The table can be clamp/hold the required the workpiece. Slots are provided in
most tables to allow the jigs, fixtures or large workpieces to be securely fixed directly to the table.
4. Drilling Head: The drilling head, mounted close to the top of the column, houses the driving arrangement
and variable speed pulleys. These units transmit rotary motion at different speeds to the drill spindle. The
hand feed lever is used to control the vertical movement of the spindle sleeve and the cutting tool.
The system is called the sensitive drilling machine/press as the operator is able to sense the progress of drill
with hand-faced.
DRILLING MACHINE
Introduction: The drilling machine or drill press is one of the most common and useful machine employed in
industry for producing forming and finishing holes in a workpiece. The unit essentially consists of:

1. A spindle which turns the tool (called drill) which can be advanced in the workpiece either automatically or
by hand.
2. A work table which holds the workpiece rigidly in position.
Working principle: The rotating edge of the drill exerts a large force on the workpiece and the hole is
generated. The removal of metal in a drilling operation is by shearing and extrusion.
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Working Principle of Drill machine Sensitive Drill Machine/Drill Press
Types of Drilling Machines: A wide variety of drilling machines are available ranging from the simple
portable to highly complex automatic and numerically controlled machines are as follows:
1. Portable drilling machine: It is a small light weight, compact and self contained unit that can drill holes
upto 12.5 rnrn diameter. The machine is driven by a small electric motor operating at high speed. The
machine is capable of drilling holes in the workpieces in any position.
2. Sensitive drill machine/press: This is a light weight, high speed machine designed for drilling small holes in
light jobs. Generally the machine has the capacity to rotate drills of 1.5 to 15.5 rnrn at high speed of 20,000
rev/min.
Construction: The machine has only a hand feed mechanism for feeding the tool into the workpiece. This
enables the operator to feel how the drill is cutting and accordingly he can control the down feed pressure.
Sensitive drill presses are manufactured in bench or floor models, i.e., the base of machine may be mounted
on a bench or floor.
The main operating parts of a sensitive machine/drill press are Base, Column, Table, and Drill Head.
1. Base: The base is a heavy casting that supports the machine structure; it provides rigid mounting for the
column and stability for the machine. The base is usually provided with holes and slots which help to Bolt the
base to a table or bench and allow the work-holding device or the workpiece to be fastened to the base.
2. Column: The column is a vertical post that Column holds the worktable and the head containing the
driving mechanism. The column may be of round or box section.
3. Table: The table, either rectangular or round. Drill machine/press in shape supports the workpiece and is
carried by the vertical column. The surface of the table is 90-degree to the column and it can be raised,
lowered and swiveled around it. The table can be clamp/hold the required the workpiece. Slots are provided in
most tables to allow the jigs, fixtures or large workpieces to be securely fixed directly to the table.
4. Drilling Head: The drilling head, mounted close to the top of the column, houses the driving arrangement
and variable speed pulleys. These units transmit rotary motion at different speeds to the drill spindle. The
hand feed lever is used to control the vertical movement of the spindle sleeve and the cutting tool.
The system is called the sensitive drilling machine/press as the operator is able to sense the progress of drill
with hand-faced.
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DRILLING MACHINE
Introduction: The drilling machine or drill press is one of the most common and useful machine employed in
industry for producing forming and finishing holes in a workpiece. The unit essentially consists of:
Drilling is a process of producing round holes in a solid
material or enlarging existing holes with the use of multitooth
cutting tools called drills or drill bits. Various cutting tools are
available for drilling, but the most common is the

twist drill.
1. A spindle which turns the tool (called drill) which can be advanced in the workpiece either automatically or
by hand.
2. A work table which holds the workpiece rigidly in position.
Working principle: The rotating edge of the drill exerts a large force on the workpiece and the hole is
generated. The removal of metal in a drilling operation is by shearing and extrusion.

Working Principle of Drill machine Sensitive Drill Machine/Drill Press
Types of Drilling Machines: A wide variety of drilling machines are available ranging from the simple
portable to highly complex automatic and numerically controlled machines are as follows:
1. Portable drilling machine: It is a small light weight, compact and self contained unit that can drill holes
upto 12.5 rnrn diameter. The machine is driven by a small electric motor operating at high speed. The
machine is capable of drilling holes in the workpieces in any position.
2. Sensitive drill machine/press: This is a light weight, high speed machine designed for drilling small holes in
light jobs. Generally the machine has the capacity to rotate drills of 1.5 to 15.5 rnrn at high speed of 20,000
rev/min.
Construction: The machine has only a hand feed mechanism for feeding the tool into the workpiece. This
enables the operator to feel how the drill is cutting and accordingly he can control the down feed pressure.
Sensitive drill presses are manufactured in bench or floor models, i.e., the base of machine may be mounted
on a bench or floor.
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The main operating parts of a sensitive machine/drill press are Base, Column, Table, and Drill Head.

1. Base: The base is a heavy casting that supports the machine structure; it provides rigid mounting for the
column and stability for the machine. The base is usually provided with holes and slots which help to Bolt the
base to a table or bench and allow the work-holding device or the workpiece to be fastened to the base.
2. Column: The column is a vertical post that Column holds the worktable and the head containing the
driving mechanism. The column may be of round or box section.
3. Table: The table, either rectangular or round. Drill machine/press in shape supports the workpiece and is
carried by the vertical column. The surface of the table is 90-degree to the column and it can be raised,
lowered and swiveled around it. The table can be clamp/hold the required the workpiece. Slots are provided in
most tables to allow the jigs, fixtures or large workpieces to be securely fixed directly to the table.
4. Drilling Head: The drilling head, mounted close to the top of the column, houses the driving arrangement
and variable speed pulleys. These units transmit rotary motion at different speeds to the drill spindle. The
hand feed lever is used to control the vertical movement of the spindle sleeve and the cutting tool.
The system is called the sensitive drilling machine/press as the operator is able to sense the progress of drill
with hand-faced.
Cutting conditions in drilling
The twist drill is a cutting tool with two symmetrical opposite cutting edges, each removing part ofthe
material in the form of chip. Cutting velocity V in drilling is not a constant along the major cutting edge as
opposed to the other machining operations. It is zero at the center of the twist drill, and has a maximum value
at the drill corner. The maximum cutting speed is given by V = πDN where D is the drill diameter, and N is
the rotational speed of the drill.
As in the case of turning and milling, cutting speed V is first calculated or selected from appropriate
SHAPER MACHINE
Introduction: The shaper is a machine tool used primarily for:

1. Producing a flat or plane surface which may be in a horizontal, a vertical or an angular plane.
2. Making slots, grooves and keyways
3. Producing contour of concave/convex or a combination of these
Working Principle: The job is rigidly fixed on the machine table. The single point cutting tool held properly
in the tool post is mounted on a reciprocating ram. The reciprocating motion of the ram is obtained by a quick
return motion mechanism. As the ram reciprocates, the tool cuts the material during its forward stroke. During
return, there is no cutting action and this stroke is called the idle stroke. The forward and return strokes
constitute one operating cycle of the shaper.
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Construction: The main parts of the Shaper machine is Base, Body (Pillar, Frame, Column), Cross rail, Ram
and tool head (Tool Post, Tool Slide, Clamper Box Block).
Base: The base is a heavy cast iron casting which is fixed to the shop floor. It supports the body frame and the
entire load of the machine. The base absorbs and withstands vibrations and other forces which are likely to be
induced during the shaping operations.
Body (Pillar, Frame, Column): It is mounted on the base and houses the drive mechanism compressing the
main drives, the gear box and the quick return mechanism for the ram movement. The top of the body
provides guide ways for the ram and its front provides the guide ways for the cross rail.
Cross rail: The cross rail is mounted on the front of the body frame and can be moved up and down. The
vertical movement of the cross rail permits jobs of different heights to be accommodated below the tool.
Sliding along the cross rail is a saddle which carries the work table.
Ram and tool head: The ram is driven back and forth in its slides by the slotted link mechanism. The back
and forth movement of ram is called stroke and it can be adjusted according to the length of the workpiece to
be-machined.
LATHE MACHINE
Working Principle: The lathe is a machine tool which holds the workpiece between two rigid and strong
supports called centers or in a chuck or face plate which revolves. The cutting tool is rigidly held and
supported in a tool post which is fed against the revolving work. The normal cutting operations are performed
with the cutting tool fed either parallel or at right angles to the axis of the work.
The cutting tool may also be fed at an angle relative to the axis of work for machining tapers and angles.
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Construction: The main parts of the lathe are the bed, headstock, quick changing gear box, carriage and
tailstock.

1. Bed: The bed is a heavy, rugged casting in which are mounted the working parts of the lathe. It carries the
headstock and tail stock for supporting the workpiece and provides a base for the movement of carriage
assembly which carries the tool.
2. Legs: The legs carry the entire load of machine and are firmly secured to floor by foundation bolts.
3. Headstock: The headstock is clamped on the left hand side of the bed and it serves as housing for the
driving pulleys, back gears, headstock spindle, live centre and the feed reverse gear. The headstock spindle is
a hollow cylindrical shaft that provides a drive from the motor to work holding devices.
4. Gear Box: The quick-change gear-box is placed below the headstock and contains a number of different
sized gears.
5. Carriage: The carriage is located between the headstock and tailstock and serves the purpose of
supporting, guiding and feeding the tool against the job during operation. The main parts of carriage are:
a). The saddle is an H-shaped casting mounted on the top of lathe ways. It provides support to cross-slide,
compound rest and tool post.
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b). The cross slide is mounted on the top of saddle, and it provides a mounted or automatic cross movement
for the cutting tool.
c). The compound rest is fitted on the top of cross slide and is used to support the tool post and the cutting
tool.
d). The tool post is mounted on the compound rest, and it rigidly clamps the cutting tool or tool holder at the
proper height relative to the work centre line.
e). The apron is fastened to the saddle and it houses the gears, clutches and levers required to move the
carriage or cross slide. The engagement of split nut lever and the automatic feed lever at the same time is
prevented she carriage along the lathe bed.
6. Tailstock: The tailstock is a movable casting located opposite the headstock on the ways of the bed. The
tailstock can slide along the bed to accommodate different lengths of workpiece between the centers. A
tailstock clamp is provided to lock the tailstock at any desired position. The tailstock spindle has an internal
taper to hold the dead centre and the tapered shank tools such as reamers and drills.
LATHE OPERATIONS
The engine lathe is an accurate and versatile machine on which many operations can be performed. These
operations are:

1. Plain Turning and Step Turning
2. Facing
3. Parting
4. Drilling
5. Reaming
6. Boring
7. Knurling
8. Grooving
9. Threading
10. Forming
1. Plain Turning: Plain turning is the operation of removing excess amount of material from the surface of a
cylindrical job.
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Taper Turning: The taper turning is an operation of producing a conical surface by gradual reduction in the
diameter of a cylindrical workpiece.

1. Step Turning: Step turning produces various steps of different diameters.

Forming: The forming is an operation that produces a convex, concave or any irregular profile on the
workpiece.
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Filing and Polishing: The filing is the finishing operation that removes burrs, sharp corners and feed marks
from the workpiece. After filing, the surface quality is the workpiece is improved by the polishing operation
with the help of emery cloth of fine grades.
Chamfering: Chamfering removes the burrs and sharp edges, and thus makes the handling safe. Chamfering
can be done by a form tool having angle equal to chamfer which is generally kept at 45°.
Threading: Threading is the act of cutting of the required form of threads on the internal or external
cylindrical surfaces.

Grooving: Grooving is the act of making grooves of reduced diameter in the workpiece.

Knurling: The knurling is a process of embossing (impressing) a diamond-shaped or straight-line pattern into
the surface of workpiece. Knurling is essentially a roughening of the surface and is done to provide a better
gripping surface.

1. Boring: The boring operation is the process of enlarging a hole already produced by drilling.
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. Reaming: The holes that are produced by drilling are rarely straight and cylindrical in form. The reaming
operation finishes and sizes the hole already drilled into the workpiece.

. Drilling: Drilling is the operation of producing a cylindrical hole in the workpiece.

. Parting: The parting or cutting off is the operation of cutting away a desired length of the workpiece, i.e.,
dividing the workpiece in two or more parts.
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1. Facing: The facing is a machining operation by which the end surface of the work piece is made flat by
removing metal from it.

SLOTTING MACHINE
Introduction: The slotting machine is a reciprocating machine tool in which, the ram holding the tool
reciprocates in a vertical axis and the cutting action of the tool is only during the downward stroke.
Construction: The slotter can be considered as a vertical shaper and its main parts are:
1. Base, column and table
2. Ram and tool head assembly
3. Saddle and cross slide
4. Ram drive mechanism and feed mechanism.
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The base of the slotting machine is rigidly built to take up all the cutting forces. The front face of the vertical
column has guide ways for Tool the reciprocating ram. The ram supports the tool head to which the tool is
attached. The workpiece is mounted on the table which can be given longitudinal, cross and rotary feed
motion.
The slotting machine is used for cutting grooves, keys and slotes of various shapes making regular and
irregular surfaces both internal and external cutting internal and external gears and profiles The slotter
machine can be used on any type of work where vertical tool movement is considered essential and
advantageous.
The different types of slotting machines are:
1. Punch slotter: a heavy duty rigid machine designed for removing large amount of metal from large
forgings or castings
2. Tool room slotter: a heavy machine which is designed to operate at high speeds. This machine takes light
cuts and gives accurate finishing.
3. Production slotter: a heavy duty slotter consisting of heavy cast base and heavy frame, and is generally
made in two parts.
MILLING MACHINE
Introduction: Milling is the cutting operation that removes metal by feeding the work against a rotating,
cutter having single or multiple cutting edges. Flat or curved surfaces of many shapes can be machined by
milling with good finish and accuracy. A milling machine may also be used for drilling, slotting, making a
circular profile and gear cutting by having suitable attachments.
Working Principle: The workpiece is holding on the worktable of the machine. The table movement controls
the feed of workpiece against the rotating cutter. The cutter is mounted on a spindle or arbor and revolves at
high speed. Except for rotation the cutter has no other motion. As the workpiece advances, the cutter teeth
remove the metal from the surface of workpiece and the desired shape is produced.
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Horizontal Milling Machine Construction: The main part of machine is base, Column, Knee, Saddle, Table,
Overarm, Arbor Support and Elevating Screw.
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1. Base: It gives support and rigidity to the machine and also acts as a reservoir for the cutting fluids.
2. Column: The column is the main supporting frame mounted vertically on the base. The column is box
shaped, heavily ribbed inside and houses all the driving mechanisms for the spindle and table feed.
3. Knee: The knee is a rigid casting mounted on the front face of the column. The knee moves vertically along
the guide ways and this movement enables to adjust the distance between the cutter and the job mounted on
the table. The adjustment is obtained manually or automatically by operating the elevating screw provided
below the knee.
4. Saddle: The saddle rests on the knee and constitutes the intermediate part between the knee and the table.
The saddle moves transversely, i.e., crosswise (in or out) on guide ways provided on the knee.
5. Table: The table rests on guide ways in the saddle and provides support to the work. The table is made of
cast iron, its top surface is accurately machined and carriers T-slots which accommodate the clamping bolt for
fixing the work. The worktable and hence the job fitted on it is given motions in three directions:
a). Vertical (up and down) movement provided by raising or lowering the knee.
b). Cross (in or out) or transverse motion provided by moving the saddle in relation to knee.
c). Longitudinal (back and forth) motion provided by hand wheel fitted on the side of feed screw.
In addition to the above motions, the table of a universal milling machine can be swiveled 45° to either side of
the centre line and thus fed at an angle to the spindle.
6. Overarm: The Overarm is mounted at the top of the column and is guided in perfect alignment by the
machined surfaces. The Overarm is the support for the arbor.
7. Arbor support: The arbor support is fitted to the Overarm and can be clamped at any location on the
Overarm. Its function is to align and support various arbors. The arbor is a machined shaft that holds and
drives the cutters.
8. Elevating screw: The upward and downward movement to the knee and the table is given by the elevating
screw that is operated by hand or an automatic feed.
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MILLING
Introduction
Milling is a process of producing flat and complex shapes with the use of multi-tooth cutting tool, which is
called a milling cutter and the cutting edges are called teeth. The axis of rotation of the cutting tool is
perpendicular to the direction of feed, either parallel or perpendicular to the machined surface. The machine
tool that traditionally performs this operation is a milling machine.
Milling is an interrupted cutting operation: the teeth of the milling cutter enter and exit the work during each
revolution. This interrupted cutting action subjects the teeth to a cycle of impact force and thermal shock on
every rotation. The tool material and cutter geometry must be designed to withstand these conditions. Cutting
fluids are essential for most milling operations.

Milling operation. The cutter is lifted to show the chips, and the work, transient, and machined
surfaces. Cutting conditions in milling
In milling, each tooth on a tool removes part of the stock in the form of a chip. The basic interface
between tool and workpart is pictured below. This shows a only a few teeth of a peripheral
milling cutter:

Basics of a peripheral (slab) milling operation.
Cutting velocity V is the peripheral speed of the cutter is defined by
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V = πDN
where D is the cutter outer diameter, and N is the rotational speed of the cutter.
As in the case of turning, cutting speed V is first calculated or selected from appropriate
reference sources, and then the rotational speed of the cutter N,
which is used to adjust milling machine controls is calculated. Cutting speeds are usually in the range of
0.1˜4 m/s, lower for difficult-to-cut materials and for rough cuts, and higher for non-ferrous easy-to-cut
materials like aluminum and for finishing cuts.
Three types of feed in milling can be identified:
Œ1. feed per tooth fz: the basic parameter in milling equivalent to the feed in turning. Feed per tooth is
selected with regard to the surface finish and dimensional accuracy required (see Section 5.10 Selection of
Cutting Conditions). Feeds per tooth are in the range of 0.05~0.5 mm/tooth, lower feeds are for finishing cuts;
• 2. feed per revolution fr: it determines the amount of material cut per one full revolution of the milling cutter.
Feed per revolution is calculated as fr = fzz
z being the number of the cutter’s teeth;
3. feed per minute fm: Feed per minute is calculated taking into account the
rotational speed N and number of the cutter’s teeth z,
fm = fzzN = frN
Feed per minute is used to adjust the feed change
gears. Types of milling
There are two basic types of milling, as shown in the figure:
1. Down (climb) milling, when the cutter rotation is in the same direction as the
motion of the workpiece being fed, and
2. Up (conventional) milling, in which the workpiece is moving towards the cutter, opposing the cutter
direction of rotation:

Two types of peripheral milling. Note the change in the cutting force direction. down milling, the cutting
force is directed into the work table, which allows thinner workparts to be machined. Better surface finish is
obtained but the stress load on the teeth is abrupt, which may damage the cutter.
In up milling, the cutting force tends to lift the workpiece. The work conditions for the cutter are
more favourable. Because the cutter does not start to cut when it makes contact (cutting at zero cut
is impossible), the surface has a natural waviness.
Milling Operations
Owing to the variety of shapes possible and its high production rates, milling is one of the most
versatile and widely used machining operations. The geometric form created by milling fall into
three major groups:
1. Plane surfaces: the surface is linear in all three dimensions. The simplest and most
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convenient type of surface;
2. Two-dimensional surfaces: the shape of the surface changes in the direction of
two of the axes and is linear along the third axis. Examples include cams;
3. Three-dimensional surfaces: the shape of the surface changes in all three directions
Examples include die cavities, gas turbine blades, propellers, casting patterns, etc.
MILLING OF FLAT
SURFACES Peripheral Milling
In peripheral milling, also called plain milling, the axis of the cutter is parallel to the surface being
machined, and the operation is performed by cutting edges on the outside periphery of the cutter.
The primary motion is the rotation of the cutter. The feed is imparted to the workpiece.
Several types of peripheral milling are shown in the figure,
 slab milling, the basic form of peripheral milling in which the cutter width
extends beyond the workpiece on both sides;
 slotting, also called slot milling, in which the width of the cutter, usually called slotter, is less than the
workpiece width, creating a slot in the workpiece. The slotter has teeth on the periphery and over the
both end faces. When only the one-side face teeth are engaged, the operations is known as the side
milling, in which the cutter machines the side of the workpiece;
 straddle milling, which is the same as side milling, only cutting takes place on both sides of the work.
In straddle milling, two slotters mounted on an arbor work together;
 when the slotter is very thin, the operation called slitting can be used to mill narrow slots (slits) or to
cut a workpart in two. The slitting cutter (slitter) is narrower than the slotter and has teeth only on the
periphery.

Peripheral slab milling operation. Peripheral milling operations with narrow cutters: (a) slotting, (b)
straddle milling, and (c) slitting.
Some of the advantages of peripheral milling include,
 More stable holding of the cutter. There is less variation in the arbor torque;
 Lower power requirements;
 Better work surface finish.
Face milling
In face milling, cutter is perpendicular to the machined surface. The cutter axis is vertical, but in the newer
CNC machines it often is horizontal. In face milling, machining is performed by teeth on both the end and
periphery of the face-milling cutter. Again up and down types of milling are available, depending on
directions of the cutter rotation and feed.
Face milling is usually applied for rough machining of large surfaces. Surface finish is worse than in
peripheral milling, and feed marks are inevitable. One advantage of the face milling is the high production
rate because the cutter diameter is large and as a result the material removal rate is high. Face milling with
large diameter cutters requires significant machine power.
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Partial face milling operation. The face milling
cutter machines only one side of the workpiece.
End milling
In end milling, the cutter, called end mill, has a diameter less than the workpiece width. The end mill has
helical cutting edges carried over onto the cylindrical cutter surface. End mills with flat ends (so called squireend mills) are used to produce pockets, closed or end key slots, etc.: MILLING OF COMPLEX SURFACES
Milling is one of the few machining operations, which are capable of machining complex two- and threedimensional surfaces, typical for dies, molds, cams, etc. Complex surfaces can be machined either by means
of the cutter path (profile milling and surface contouring), or the cutter shape (form milling). Form milling
In form milling, the cutting edges of the peripheral cutter (called form cutter) have a special profile that
is imparted to the workpiece. Cutters with various profiles are available to cut different twodimensional surfaces. One important application of form milling is in gear manufacturing.

Profile milling
In profile milling, the conventional end mill is used to cut the outside or inside periphery of a flat
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part. The end mill works with its peripheral teeth and is fed along a curvilinear path equidistant
from the surface profile.
Surface contouring
The end mill, which is used in surface contouring has a hemispherical end and is called ball-end mill. The ballend mill is fed back and forth across the workpiece along a curvilinear path at close intervals to produce
complex three-dimensional surfaces. Similar to profile milling, surface contouring require relatively simple
cutting tool but advanced, usually computer-controlled feed control system.
Milling machines
The conventional milling machines provide a primary rotating motion for the cutter held in the spindle, and a
linear feed motion for the workpiece, which is fastened onto the worktable. Milling machines for machining
of complex shapes usually provide both a rotating primary motion and a curvilinear feed motion for the cutter
in the spindle with a stationary workpiece. Various machine designs are available for various milling
operations. In this section we discuss only the most popular ones, classified into the following types:
 Column-and-knee milling machines;
 Bed type milling machines;
 Machining centers.
Column-and-knee milling machines
The column-and-knee milling machines are the basic machine tool for milling. The name comes from the fact
that this machine has two principal components, a column that supports the spindle, and a knee that supports
the work table. There are two different types of column-and-knee milling machines according to position of
the spindle axis:
1. horizontal, and
• 2. vertical.

Two basic types of column-and-knee milling machines, (Left) horizontal, and (Right) vertical.
The column-and-knee milling machine is one of the most versatile machine tool suitable for most of the
milling operations. There are many modifications of the basic type, some of them allow for worktable and/or
head swivelling at an angular orientation to machine angular shapes on workparts. Many of modern columnand-knee milling machines are CNC type used to machine complex shapes.
Bed type machines
In bed type milling machines, the worktable is mounted directly on the bed that replaces the knee. This
ensures greater rigidity, thus permitting heavier cutting conditions and higher productivity. This machines are
designed for mass production.
Single-spindle bed machines are called simplex mills and are available in either horizontal or vertical models.
Duplex mills have two spindle heads, and triplex mills add a third spindle mounted vertically over the bed to
further increase machining capability.
One modification of bed type milling machines are the planer-type mills. They are the largest category of
milling machine. Planer mills are designed to machine very large parts. The spindle carrier or carriers if more
than one, is supported by a bridge structure (portal) that spans across the table.
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Machining centers
A machining center is a highly automated machine tool capable of performing multiple
machining operations under CNC control. The features that make a machining center unique
include the following:
 Tool storage unit called tool magazine that can hold up to 120 different cutting tools.
 Automatic tool changer, which is used to exchange cutting tools between the
tool magazine and machining center spindle when required. The tool changer is
controlled by the CNC program.
 Automatic workpart positioning. Many of machining centers are equipped with a rotary
worktable, which precisely position the part at some angle relative to the spindle. It permits the cutter to
perform machining on four sides of the part.
Milling cutters:
Milling cutters
Classification of milling cutters according to their design include the following:
 HSS cutters. Many cutters like end mills, slitting cutters, slab cutters, angular cutters, form cutters,
etc., are made from high-speed steel (HSS).
 Brazed cutters: Very limited number of cutters (mainly face mills) are made with brazed carbide
inserts. This design is largely replaced by mechanically attached cutters.
 Mechanically attached cutters: The vast majority of cutters are in this category. Carbide inserts are
either clamped or pin locked to the body of the milling cutter.

GRINDING
INTRODUCTION
Grinding is a metal cutting operation performed by means of abrasive particals rigidly mounted on a rotating
wheel. Each of the abrasive particals act as a single point cutting tool and grinding wheel acts as a multipoint
cutting tool. The grinding operation is used to finish the workpieces with extremely high quality of surface
finish and accuracy of
shape and dimension. Grinding is one of the widely accepted finishing operations because it removes material
in very small size of chips 0.25 to 0.50 mm. It provides accuracy of the order of 0.000025 mm. Grinding of
very hard material is also possible.
Objectives
After studying this unit, you should be able to
 provide excellent quality of surface finish to the surface,
 impart high quality of accuracy of shape and dimension,
 finishing of hardened metallic surfaces,
 sharpening of cutting edges of cutting tools,
 maintaining tool geometry of cutting tools,
 flattening and forming of surfaces,
 finishing of castings by removing impressions of sprues, risers, partinglines, etc., and
 removal of scales and burrs, etc.
TYPES OF GRINDING
There can be different criteria to classify grinding into different categories. On the basis of quality of grinding,
it is classified as rough grinding and precision grinding.
Rough Grinding
It involves removal of stock without any reference to the accuracy of results. Generally, rough grinding is
followed by precision grinding.
Precision Grinding
Precision grinding removes negligible amount of metal. It is used to produce finished parts and accurate
dimensions.
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Depending on the geometry of workpiece and the position at which workpiece is to be grind, it can be
categorize as external grinding, internal grinding, surface grinding, form grinding and centreless grinding.
Each of above categories can be further classified which will be explained below.
On the basis of position of mounting of a grinder it can be categorized as floor stand grinder (which
can be installed on the ground); bench grinder, hand grinder, etc. On the basis of position of spindle, it can be
categorized as horizontal spindle environment in which the operation of grinding is done the grinding
operation is classified as dry grinding and wet grinding. When cutting fluid is spread over the workpiece,
wheel face and sides, it is named as wet grinding. The commonly used cutting fluid is soda water.
Temperature of grinding zone reaches upto 2000oC in case of
grinding of hard materials. Use of cutting fluid lowers down the temperature and so promotes wheel life.
However, in case of dry grinding no coolent is used. It is generally used when workpiece material is not very
hard and grinding time is also small. Normally dry grinding produces two undesirable effects discalouration
and burring which are
eliminated in case of wet grinding.
Some of the grinding machines are identified on the basis of their specific uses. Such grinders are called
special purpose grinders like crank shaft grinders; piston grinder; roll grinders; cam grinders; thread grinders;
way grinders and tool post grinders. These are nomenclature on the basis of their specific uses.
SHAPES AND SIZE OF A GRINDING WHEEL
Grinding wheels are made in different shapes and sizes to adapt them for use in different types of grinding
machines and on different classes of work. These are classified in some groups on the basis of shapes and
sizes. The shapes of grinding wheels are standardized so that those commonly used in production and tool
room grinding may be designated by
a number or name or both. Some of the standard grinding wheels are shown below.
Straight Wheel
Some straight wheels are shown in Figure 2.1 Types 1, 2 and 3. These are generally used for cylindrical,
internal, centreless and surface grinding operations. These wheels vary in size, diameter and width of the face.
All the parameters depend on the clays of work for which the wheel is used, size and power of grinding
machine using the wheel.

Type 5 Cylindrical or Wheel Ring

Type 6 Straight Cup Wheel
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Figure 2.1 : Different Types of Grinding Wheels
Tappered Face Straight Wheels
This is Type 4 in Figure 2.1. It is also a straight wheel but its free is slightly tapered to facilitate the grinding
of threads an gear teeth.
Cylindrical Wheel Ring
Cylindrical grinding wheel is shown in Figure 2.1 Type 5. It is used for surface grinding, i.e. production of
flat surfaces. Grinding takes place with the help of face of the wheel.
Cup Wheel
Cup wheel shown in Figure 2.1 Type 6. It is used for grinding flat surfaces with the help of face of grinding
wheel.
Flaring Cup Wheel
One modified grinding wheel named as flaring cup wheel is Type 7 in Figure 2.1. It is used in grinding of
tools in tool room.
Saucer Wheel
Saucer wheel shown in Figure 2.1 at Type 8. It is used for sharpening of circular or band saw.
Segmented Wheel
Segmented wheel shown in Figure 2.1 at Type 9. These are normally on vertical spindle, rotary type and
reciprocating type surface grinders.
Dish Wheel
Dish wheel shown in Figure 2.1 Type 10. It is also used for grinding of tools in tool room. It is capable to
grind very narrow places due to its thinners.
Size of a Grinding Wheel
Major dimensions of a grinding wheel are the out side diameter; bore diameter; and width of the face. In
addition to the above geometry of the face of grinding wheel also matters. It may be flat, pointed, concave,
convex, etc.
Coding of a Grinding Wheel
The Indian Standard Coding system of grinding wheel is IS : 551-1954. It provides uniform system of coding
of grinding wheels to designate their various characteristics. It gives a general indication of the hardness and
grit size of any wheel as compared with another. Coding of a grinding wheel consists of six symbols as
described below.
W : Symbol for Manufacturer’s Abrasive Type (Prefixed)
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C:
Name of Abrasive
30 : Grain Size
L:
Grade
5:
Structure Type
R:
Bond Type
17 : Manufacturer Symbol for Record (Suffix)
The sequence of codes of a grinding should be followed in the same sequence as described above. There are
six symbols and first one which is seventh, is optional. Their brief description is given below.
Manufacturer’s Symbol
It is optional symbol and criteria of its assignment entirely depends on the manufacturer’s choice.
Abrasive Type
This is a alphabet symbol used to indicate the name of abrasive used ‘A’ stands for Aluminium Oxide and ‘C’
stands for Silicon Carbide.
Grain Size
This number provides idea of grain size of abrasives. It is also called grit. This number is decided on the basis
of number of holes in one inch length of the sieve used to filter the abrasive particals. Larger number indicates
finer grain sizes. On
the basis of grain size abrasive particals can be categorized in four categories as given below.
Class
Grain Size of Abrasive (Grit)
Coarse
10
12
14
16
20
24
Medium
30
36
46
54
60
Fine
80
100
120
150
180
Very fine
220 240
280 320
400
500 600
Grain size depends upon quantity of material to the ground required quality of surface finish; and hardness of
workpiece material. Find and very fine grain size is used for precision grinding, however, coarse and medium
grain size is used for
rough grinding.
Grade
Grade of a grinding wheel is the indicative of hardness and tenacity of bond of abrasives. It is represented by
capital letters of alphabet ‘A’ to ‘Z’ as described below.
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MODULI-III
Non Traditional Machining
Machining processes involve the removal of metals from their surfaces in the form of chips like in lathe,
drilling, milling, etc., using single point and multi point cutting tools or as fine powder and particles like in
grinding and super fining operations using abrasives. These are all traditional machining processes, There are
certain recent metal removal processes, in which material is removed without the formation of chips, and
these are termed as ' Non-traditional or Chipless or Unconventional Machining (UCM) Processes. Need for
Non Traditional Machining Conventional machining sufficed the requirement of the industries over the
decades. But new exotic work materials as well as innovative geometric design of products and components
were putting lot of pressure on capabilities of conventional machining processes to manufacture the
components with desired tolerances economically. This led to the development and establishment of NTM
processes in the industry as efficient and economic alternatives to conventional ones. With development in the
NTM processes, currently there are often the first choice and not an alternative to conventional processes for
certain technical requirements. The following examples are provided where NTM processes are preferred over
the conventional machining process:
• Intricate shaped blind hole – e.g. square hole of 15 mmx15 mm with a depth of 30 mm
• Difficult to machine material – e.g. same example as above in Inconel, Ti-alloys or carbides.
• Low Stress Grinding – Electrochemical Grinding is preferred as compared to conventional grinding
• Deep hole with small hole diameter – e.g. φ 1.5 mm hole with l/d = 20
• Machining of composites.
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Principle of Unconventional Machining In these processes, electricity, ultrasonics, laser and even water are
used as a means to cause machining action,' and they are termed as electric discharge machining, laser beam
machining, ultrasonic 'machining, water jet machining, depending upon the type of energy used to cause the
machining operation. Also, in these operations, metal removal takes place in sizes of the order of microns and
or as ions, hence no chips are formed like in conventional processes. These processes are mainly used for tool
and die machining, and special applications where accuracy and finish are very important. Also, these are
used for materials which cannot be machined by conventional machining processes, like in the case of
composite materials. These are widely used for very hard materials like carbides and ceramics. Also, these are
useful to produce, complex and sophisticated shapes and cavities which are difficult to produce by
conventional processes. Here some important processes of this kind have been discussed with respect to their
basic principles, process, accuracy, applications, advantages and limitations.
Classification of Non Traditional Machining
Processes Mechanical Processes

≅
≅
≅

Abrasive Jet Machining (AJM)
Ultrasonic Machining (USM)
Water Jet Machining (WJM)

Electrochemical Processes
≅
≅

Electrochemical Machining (ECM)
Electro Chemical Grinding (ECG)

Chemical Processes

≅
≅

Chemical Milling (CHM)
Photochemical Milling (PCM) etc.

Electro-Thermal Processes

≅
≅
≅
≅

Electro-discharge machining (EDM)
Laser Jet Machining (LJM)
Electron Beam Machining (EBM)
Plasma Arc Machining (PAM)

Mechanical Energy Methods These unconventional processes adopt the direct mechanical abrasive-action to
remove the material. These processes are used for materials that are difficult to machine by conventional
methods due to material hardness, toughness or brittleness. Ceramics, composites and organic materials are
suitable candidates for unconventional mechanical machining. More over such materials are non-conducting
and hence not suitable for electrical machining methods. Such materials cannot be machined by thermal
methods, as they are susceptible to damage by burning charring or cracking.
Electrical Energy Methods These are limited to machining electrically conducting materials. These
processes have capabilities to produce complex shapes and produce with negligible wear.
Thermal Energy Methods
These are the widely used and fastest growing sector of unconventional machining methods. Among these
Electric Discharge Machining (EDM) and Laser Beam Machining (LBM) are very popular. These methods
are generally not affected by the physical properties of the material under process, and thus most suitable for
extremely hard and low machinability. work piece materials. However, there is a small amount of Heat
Affected Zone (HAZ) involving thermal stresses, which need to be removed by suitable means
. Chemical Energy Methods These methods are suitable for high volume manufacturing activities. These
have very low tooling costs and used for low end to high end product manufacture. Since, material removal
takes ,place by chemical action, there are no thermal or mechanical stresses on the machined part. Also,
machining action is from all round the tool, hence the production time is Jess for a given component.
ABRASIVE JET MACHINING
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It is an unconventional machining process based on mechanical energy for cutting, deburring and cleaning
hard and brittle materials. The process involves the spraying of high speed abrasive particles through a jet
nozzle onto the work-part. Principle of operation The principle of operation is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1

Fig. 1 operation principle of AJM
This process is similar to sand blasting, but uses finer abrasives and has a controlled jet velocity. Air or C02 is
used as the abrasive carrying medium, and the impinging velocity ranges from 150 to 300 m/s Aluminum
oxide or silicon carbide powders are used for cutting; dolomite or sodium bicarbonate powders for cleaning,
etching and polishing of surfaces. Generally, abrasive powders are not recycled, since it contaminates with the
metal powder after one use.
AJM Equipment Arrangement Fig. 2 illustrates the main components in an AJM system. Basically, it has a
high pressure gas supply source, powder mixing chamber; control valve, nozzle, hood and exhaust systems. A
high pressure gas source of 650 to 850 kPa is necessary to pressurize the system. The gases commonly used
are air; nitrogen carbon dioxide or inert gases. It should be free from foreign particles, oil and water.
Generally, a filter and water separator unit is' provided in the supply line, so as to filter the carrier gas.

Fig 2. Components of AJM system
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The abrasive powder is held in a hopper, which is fed to the mixing chamber. The mixing chamber works
under vibrations generated by some mechanical, pneumatic or electrical means, and causes the mixing of
abrasive with the carrier gas. The powder quantity is metered and uniformly mixed with the gas. This forms a
jet stream of abrasive as it comes out of the nozzle. The flow is controlled with the help of foot controlled
valve. The jet velocities are in the range of 150 to 300 m/second and impinge on the work part. At the
working table a dust collection hood is provided, with a vacuum dust collector. This helps in sucking the dust
abrasives and machined particles, which can be suitably disposed.
Nozzle tips undergo severe abrasion wear and hence are made of hard materials like tungsten carbide or
sapphire. Sapphire nozzles have a longer life than the tungsten carbide nozzles. The nozzle diameter is in the
range of 0.13 to 1.25 mm. The nozzle life is a factor of type of abrasive and the operating pressure. Tungsten
carbide nozzles give a life of about 15 hours with silicon carbide abrasive, while nozzles give a life of 300
hours. Even rectangular opening nozzles are available in the sizes of 0.075 x 0.l5 to 0.2 x 0.4 mm. Usually
rectangular hole nozzles are made of tungsten carbide. Masks defining cutting area sometimes used to prevent
stray cutting. Copper is good, all purpose masking material. Glass gives excellent definition but has a short
life. Rubber has long life but poor definition.
Material Removal Rate A typical material removal rate is about 15 mm3/min in glass cutting operations by
AJM process. The width of cut in practice is about 0.1 mm, possible with a rectangular nozzle of size 0.075 x
0.15 mm at a distance of 0.08 mm from the work surface. The metal removal rate depends upon


the diameter of nozzle



composition of abrasive-gas mixture



jet pressure



hardness of abrasive particles and that of work material



particle size



velocity of jet



distance of work piece from the jet

Accuracy In AJM, tolerances in the region of ±0.05 mm can be achieved for precision works. In normal
production jobs tolerance up to 0.1mm are possible. The corner radius can be up to 0.1 mm, while taper is
about 0.05 mm per 10 mm of depth.
Surface Finish Surface finish in AJM is in the range of 0.4 to 1.2 mm depending upon the abrasive particle
size. There is no heat affected zone, since the surface while machining remains at room temperature, as the
carrier gas acts as the coolant. The effect of impact on the surface is less than 2 µm.
Applications
AIM can be used conveniently for fragile materials like glass. Its applications include removing oxides from
metal surfaces, deburring, etching patterns, drilling and cutting of thin sections, and shaping of crystalline
materials. The process is not suitable for cutting soft materials since the abrasive particles may get embedded
into the soft material. The material removal rate is very slow about 0.275 cubic mm per second.
Advantages
1. It provides a cool cutting action.
2. It can cut delicate and heat sensitive parts without damage.
3. There is no vibration and chatter problem since the tool is free from the work part.
4. The operation is simple.
5. Hard and brittle parts can be machined.
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Disadvantages
1. It is not suitable for mass material removal.
2. It needs a dust control system.
3. The abrasives may get embedded in softer material.
4. The nozzle life is limited.
5. The cutting motion is to be properly controlled.

WATER JET MACHINING
know that a jet of water carries concentrated energy and results in high forces. This high force is due to the
momentum change of the stream, and the principle is commonly used in hydraulic turbines for converting
energy. The same principle is used in Water-jet machining (WJM) or hydrodynamic machining. Nowadays
water-jet machining is used in cutting and deburring operations of metals and advanced materials like
composites. Though the water-jet machining was knows as a novel method of cutting materials long time
back, only in late 1970's it became a common production technique, mainly for cutting and machining of
advanced composites which are widely used in aircraft and space applications. This process is useful for
cutting non-metallic materials when only pure water jet is used. However, when fine abrasive particles are
injected into the water stream, then the process is suitable for cutting thicker and denser materials including
hard steels.
Principle of operation The principle of operation of a water-jet cutting machine is illustrated in Fig. 1. It
consists of a fluid/water supply source, hydraulic intensifier, accumulator, hydraulic control unit, control
valves and a high quality nozzle. In operation, water from the source (after suitable filtering) is pressurized in
the hydraulic intensifier. Intensifier consists of a large piston working on smaller piston, and the diameters
range from 10:1 to 20: 1. With a 20: 1 ratio intensifier, an input pressure of 20 MPa at the larger piston is
intensified to 400 MPa on the water in the smaller diameter piston. This pressurized fluid is then passed to an
accumulator. The accumulator attenuates the fluctuating fluid pressure and brings the fluid to a constant
pressure, by modulating the hydraulic systems pulsing action into a smooth stream of fluid under force and
thus helps to maintain constant flow.
The constant pressure/constant flow fluid is then supplied to the cutting nozzle, through suitable flow
control valves. The fluid under pressure emerges from the nozzle as a coherent cutting stream. From the main
control valve, the fluid is supplied to the operating valve with the help of flexible high pressure hoses. The
operating flow control valve and the nozzle constitute a single unit with suitable sliding/guiding operation,
which is controlled by the machining operator. The operator controls the movement of this unit with nozzle to
suit his machining operations and similar to other machines. The work piece is held on work-table with
suitable openings. The fluid jet after cutting loses its pressure, collected in the collector tank called catcher for
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further filtering and recirculation, or let out to the drain. Catchers also help to reduce the noise, associated
with the break -up of jet after it passes through the work piece, and also help in reducing the mist formation or
splash back.

Fig. 1 principle operation
Variables affecting the cutting operation
In water-jet machining the important variables that affect the cutting operations are:
1. Jet pressure
2. Nozzle orifice diameter
3. Stand-off distance
4. Traverse speed and type of material
5. Abrasives
Jet Pressure This is the primary variable in water jet machining. It depends on the pressure developed in the
accumulator, flow of fluid and the nozzle diameter. Based on the Bernoulli's equation for an incompressible
fluid
flow, the2 volumetric flow rate in a WJM system is given by the relation:
Where Q=24CD √0.22 /
D

CD=Coefficient of discharge for the orifice
D=diameter of the orifice
P=fluid pressure
ρ= density of the fluid
The values of CD for sapphire or diamond orifice are 0.7. For a given nozzle diameter, the jet pressure
increases as the flow rate increases. In operation, the flow rate affects the rate of material removal, where as
pressure affects both rate of material removal and the cutting mechanism, which shears away material from
the work piece. Thus, in addition to high flow rates high pressures are essential to cause cutting action. On the
other hand if the flow rate is kept constant and the orifice diameter is decreased to increase the .pressure, then
the cutting rate will increase. Thus the cutting action is related to the fluid pressure. The jet pressure required
is higher for cutting high strength work pieces. When the jet pressure is constant, the rate of material removal
increases with increase in flow rate.
Nozzle orifice diameter
As already discussed, the jet pressures can be varied by varying the nozzle orifice diameter. For a given flow
rate, the pressure can be increased by reducing the orifice diameter. Larger diameter orifices with sufficient
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pressures are required for cutting thicker work pieces. Larger diameter orifice gives increased energy density
of the water jet with sufficient flow of pressures.
Stand-off distance It is the distance between the nozzle and the work piece. It is usually of the order of 2 to
6.5 mm. However, since there is hardly any change in the shape or diameter of the jet within 25 mm, material
removal is not affected if the stand-off distance is increased. Stand-off distances should be increased for
materials susceptible to shattering or de lamination (like in the case of layered composites) and can go up to
50 mm. In fact increasing the stand-off distance makes the cutting operation smoother.
Transverse Speed and type of material
For thicker and denser materials lower transverse rates are required. Very thick materials can be cut in two or
multiple passes, in which a first pass can be made to obtain a well defined slot and in the subsequent passes
full cutting can be made. Abrasives When abrasives are used for a given jet pressure and flow rate the cutting
capabilities increase. As we know for cutting metallic materials abrasive jets are necessary. Water-jet Nozzle
It is an important component of the WJM system. The construction of a typical water jet nozzle is shown in
Fig 2

Fig. 2 Nozzle

water jet. Hence, the orifice must be protected from foreign material in water. The most common material used
for the manufacture of orifice nozzle is the man made sapphire (i.e., alumina - Al03 the orifice diameters
range from 0.075 mm smallest to 0.6 mm. recently, diamond orifices have been developed and used in place
of sapphire orifices. The life of a diamond orifice is about ten times that of a sapphire orifice, hence the
number of shut downs for service are lesser. However, the cost of a diamond orifice is almost ten times that of
a sapphire orifice.
Abrasive Water jet
Nozzle It is similar to water jet nozzle, but with the additional features of an abrasive feeding mechanism and
an abrasive jet nozzle. The construction of an abrasive water jet nozzle is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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rasiveFig 3 abrasive jet nozzle
Abrasive is added to the high pressure waterjet in a mixing chamber. When the high velocity waterjet passes
through the mixing chamber, the high velocity flow creates a partial vacuum (low pressure area), which draws
the abrasive from the supply line. The flow of abrasive is controlled through a control valve in its supply line.
In the mixing chamber, the abrasive is randomly mixed with the high pressure water jet, which is then
properly refocused through a secondary nozzle. The typical sizes of secondary nozzles are 0.75 to 2.5 mm in
diameters. The commonly used abrasives are garnet, silicon carbide, olivine sand, and sometimes silica sand.
Abrasive Water-jet Machining In this, the water-jet is mixed with abrasive particles, as mentioned earlier.
The abrasives in the jet increase the material removal rate as compared to plain water-jet machining. Metallic,
non-metallic and advanced composite materials of various thicknesses can be cut in single or multipass
operation using the abrasive water-jet. This is most suitable for cutting of heat sensitive materials that cannot
be machined by conventional operations in which heat is produced while cutting. The cutting speeds range
from 2 m/min (for metals) to 7.5 m/min (for composites). With the use of multiple-axis and robotic controlled
machines complex parts in three-dimensions can also be machined. Applications Waterjet machining can be
used for cutting metallic and non-metallic materials, and both ferrous and non-ferrous materials can be cut.
Composites of all kinds, thermoplastics, high strength alloys, glass, ceramics, printed circuit boards and even
food products can be cut using WJM process. The typical thickness of metals cut range from 0.8 mm to 100
mm, starting from aluminium to tool steels, with cutting speeds ranging from 25 mm/min to 50 mm/min. The
typical nozzle orifice sizes range from 0.25 mm to 0.5 mm and the abrasive consumption are from 0.25
kg/min to 1.5 kg/min. The nozzle pressures are of the order of 200 to 380 MPa.
For machining of non-metallic materials the details are as follows:
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Using WJM process, internal cuts can 'also be made, for which there is no need for only starting hole. Inside
corner radii as close as 1.5 mm to 3 mm can be obtained.
Advantages
1. With WJM, multi-directional cutting with a zero radius for outside comers and a radius equal to the radius of
the jet for inside comers is possible.
2. Unlike conventional cutting tools (like saws, knives) waterjets are sharp in all directions hence can be swung
in any direction & cutting action is performed.
3. There is no heat affected zone (HAZ).
4. Surface finish is very good.
5. Wide variety of materials, both metallic & non-metallic can be cut.
6. The waste material in minimal, with smaller kerf width.
7. There is no airborne particles/dust due to cutting action.
8. It can be easily automated.
9. Multi pass cuts are possible for thicker materials.
10. The cut edge is smooth and no need for further finishing operation.
Disadvantages
1. The jet noise are very high, hence needs ear protection during the cutting operations.
2. High pressure water easily vapourises into air.
3. System must take care of the back pressures.
4. The whole system operates under high pressure and needs proper care & maintenance.
5. Water consumption is very high (5 to 10 lit/min) with 70% evaporation during cut).
6. Needs water and abrasive collection and recirculation unit.
7. Plain water jet cannot be used for cutting metallic (denser materials).
8. Chances of mist formation & backsplash, if there are no proper catcher arrangement.
ULTRASONIC MACHINING (USM)
Ultrasonic means the sound wave of a very high frequency (greater than 16 kHz) which is inaudible to human
ear. A device known as Ultrasonic Transducer is used to produce ultrasonic (high frequency) waves, which
converts electrical energy into mechanical vibrations using Piezo-electric effect.
Principle of operation The principle of operation of ultrasonic machining is illustrated in Fig 1.
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Fig 1. Principle of USM system.
The tool is vibrated at high frequencies (16 to 25 kHz) in a direction normal to the surface being machined.
Fine abrasive particles in a fluid medium (usually water) in the form of a slurry flow at the tool work piece
gap. The gap is of the order of 0.02 to 0.1 mm. The high speed vibrations of the tool drive the abrasive grains
below it, against the work piece and cause a hammering action. This impact of the abrasives causes 'the
removal of material from the work surface:

Fig 2. Ultrasonic machining
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fig 3 Schematic view of an Ultrasonic Machine
Fig. 2 shows the schematic arrangement of ultrasonic machining. In operation, the tool tip is vibrated vertically at
a frequency ranging from 16 to 25 kHz, with amplitude between 0.01 to 0.06 mm with the help of a
transducer and electronic oscillator. The amplitude of this vibration is not sufficient to cause cutting action;
hence the vibration is transmitted through a cone shaped tool holder which magnifies the vibrations to larger
amplitudes desired at the tool tip. Then an abrasive slurry, usually a mixture of fine abrasive grains (like
alumina, boron carbide, silicon carbide and diamond dusts of 1000 to 2000 mesh. size with 30% water) is
applied at the tool tip-so that it fills the space between the work piece and the tool tip. Energy of the
vibrations is transferred by the tool tip to the abrasive particles, which in turn bombard the work piece to be
machined with an impact grinding action. The cutting action occurs directly under the tool tip hence the hole
produced will have the exact shape of the tool tip. The tool tip may be made of mild steel or brass hence it is
easy to make the tool of desired cross section. The abrasive slurry is circulated continuously by means of a
pump, and a cooling system is provided in the slurry circuit to cool it to 5 to 6°C. The slurry is periodically
replaced with new one to have good cutting action.
Process Parameters and their Effects the process parameters which govern the ultrasonic machining process
have been identified and the same are listed below along with material parameters
• Amplitude of vibration (ao) – 15 – 50 µm
• Frequency of vibration (f) – 19 – 25 kHz
• Feed force (F) – related to tool dimensions
• Feed pressure (p) • Abrasive size – 15 µm – 150 µm
• Abrasive material – Al2O3 - SiC - B4C - Boron silicarbide – Diamond
• Flow strength of work material
• Flow strength of the tool material
• Contact area of the tool – A
• Volume concentration of abrasive in water slurry – C
Equipment for USM
An USM system consists of four basic equipments. They are a power supply, transducer, tool holder & the
tool. Abrasive slurry in the working medium.
Power supply This provides an electrical energy input to the transducer & generates an ultrasonic frequency
of above 20 kHz. Power supplies range from 150 W to 2.5 kW depending upon the machining requirements.
Transducer A transducer converts the high frequency electrical input into mechanical vibrations. There are
two types of transducers – piezoelectric and magnetostrictive, piezoelectric transducers using quartz or lead
zircon ate titanate (PZT) crystal works on the principle of change in dimensions when an electrical current is
applied across its surfaces. These are suitable for low power (150 to 750W) ultrasonic machines. The
magnetostrictive transducer is made of a stack of nickel laminations, wound with a coil which develops
longitudinal strains when a high frequency current is applied. These are used in medium to
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Tool Holder
The function of a tool holder is to transfer the vibrations from the transducer to the tool. Sometimes the tool
holder is designed to amplify the vibrations. Hence, there are two types of tool holders non-amplifying and
amplifying type. Non-amplifying tool holders are cylindrical in shape and have no effect on the amplitude of
the tool stroke. The amplifying tool holders (also called boosters) have a tapering cross section, which
amplify the stroke length of the tool. With a proper tool design, an amplitude gain of 6 can be achieved. This
helps in faster machining rates. Usually, the tool holders are made of tough materials like titanium alloys,
stainless steel, aluminium, etc.
Tool
The tool is the final acting member in the USM system, which receives the vibrations from the transducer
and causes impacts on the abrasive particles. Tools are brazed, soldered or mechanically fastened to the tool
holder. The common method used for attachment is silver brazing. The tool is generally made of soft ductile
materials which can be easily machined to the required shape. The commonly used tool materials are copper
brass, mild steel, etc.
Sometimes even stainless steel is used as the tool material. The size of the tool is generally 0.075 mm to 0.1
nun smaller than the machining size required.
Abrasive slurry This is the working medium in USM operation. Usually it is a mixture of fine abrasive
grains like alumina, boron carbide, silicon carbide and diamond dusts, with 30% water. Boron carbide is the
fastest cutting abrasive & hence widely used in USM. Aluminum oxide and silicon carbide are also used for
USM with large area tools; the concentration is reduced to make the flow smoother. The grit or grain size of
the abrasive has an influence on the material removal rate and surface finish. When the grain size approaches
the tool amplitude, machining rate is highest & beyond this the machining rate reduces. Generally grits of
200 to 400 are used for roughing operations and 1000 to 2000 are used for finishing operations. Abrasives
with use lose their sharpness; hence the slurry should be replaced periodically. Material Removal Rate It is
preferred to use USM for hard materials, like stainless steel, glass, ceramic, carbide, quartz & semiconductor
materials. The material removal rate is inversely proportional to the cutting area of the tool, with other
conditions kept constant. Tool vibrations also influence the cutting rate. The type of abrasive, its size, and
concentration in the slurry have a direct effect on the material removal rate. Material removal rate increases
with the increase in grain particle size, till the size becomes equal to the amplitude of vibration, & beyond
this the cutting rate decreases. The material removal rates range from 425 mm3/min for glass to 30 mm3/min
for tool steels.
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Effect of machining parameter
Tool Wear In USM tool wear is defined as the ratio of volume of material removed from the work piece to
that removed from the tool. Some typical tool wear ratios with material removal rates for different work
materials is listed in Table 1.

Accuracy
The accuracy of the machined surface depends on the grit size of the abrasive. Accuracies with tolerance of
±O.03 mm on diameter and ±0.06 mm on depth are commonly achieved in USM. It is possible to obtain a
minimum comer radius of 0.10 mm in finishing operations. The inaccuracy occurring in USM is the taper.
The tapers are of the order of about 25 µrn for a depth of 10 mm. Taper effect reduces with fine grit abrasive.
Surface Finish
Surface finish is a factor that depends on the abrasive grit size, work material, tool amplitude and flow of
slurry. Surface finishes of 0.2 to 0.8 urn are possible with finer size abrasives. But the fines size abrasives
reduce the machining rates. Hence, they are generally used in finishing operations.
Applications
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Ultrasonic machining can be used to machine hard materials like tool steel, tungsten and hard carbides. This is
generally used for making tools and dies. Soft materials like non-ferrous metals and alloys-and brittle
materials like glass, ceramics, etc., can be successfully machined. The process is useful to produce small holes
of the order of 0.3 mm to larger holes and slots of few mm.
Advantages
1. Hard and brittle metals can be machined
2. Local stresses are minimum
3. No distortion of the work piece
4. Thin sheets can be machined
5. Non-metallic materials can also be machined.
Limitations This process has a very low metal removal rate and has a high power consumption rate. The
depth of hole that can be cut is 2.5 times the diameter of the tool. This is suitable only for small work pieces.
CHEMICAL MACHINING
Chemical machining (CHM), also called chemical etching, is the oldest nontraditional process; it has been
used in zincograph preparation. CHM depends on controlled chemical dissolution (CD) of the work material
by contact with an etchant. Today, the process is mainly used to produce shallow cavities of intricate shapes
in materials independent of their hardness or strength. CHM includes two main applications. These are
chemical milling (CH-milling, shown in Figure 1a), and photochemical machining (PCM), also called spray
etching (Figure 1b).

This process has a special importance in airplane and aerospace industries, where it is used to reduce the
thicknesses of plates enveloping walls of rockets and airplanes, striving at improving stiffness to weight ratio
(Figure 2). CH-milling is used also in metal industries to thin out walls, webs, and ribs of parts that have
been produced by forging, sheet metal forming, or casting (Figure 3). Furthermore, the process has many
applications related to improving surface characteristics, such as the following:
Elimination of Ti oxide (α-case) from Ti forgings and super plastic formed parts Elimination of the
decarburized layer from low-alloy steel forgings Removal of the recast layer from parts machined by EDM
Removal of burrs from conventionally machined parts of complex shapes Figure 4 shows the production of a
tapered disk by gradual immersion of the disk in the etchant while it is rotating. The process is also capable
of producing burr-free printed circuit boards (PCBs).
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Figure 2 CH-milling striving to improve the stiffness-to-weight ratio of Al-alloy plates for space vehicles.

Figure 3 Thinning of part by CHM
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Figure 4 CH-milling of tapered disk by gradual immersion in etchant while rotation
In CH-milling, a special coating called maskant protects areas from which the metal is not to be removed. The
process is used to produce pockets and contours. CH-milling consists of the following steps:
1. Preparing the WP surface by cleaning, mechanically or chemically, to provide good adhesion of the
masking material.
2. Masking using a strippable mask that adheres to the surface and withstands chemical abrasion during
etching.
3. Scribing of the mask using special templates to expose areas to be etched. The type of selected mask
depends on the work size, number of parts, and the desired resolution of details. Silk screens are
recommended for shallow cuts of close dimensional tolerances.
4. After etching, the work is rinsed, and the mask is stripped manually, mechanically, or chemically.
5. The work is washed by deionized water and then dried by nitrogen.
During CH-milling (Figure 5), the etching depth is controlled by the time of immersion. The etchants used
are very corrosive, and therefore must be handled with adequate safety precautions. Vapors and gases
produced from the chemical reaction must be controlled for environmental protection. A stirrer is used for
agitation of fluid. Typical reagent temperatures range from 37°C to 85°C, which should be controlled within
5°C to attain a uniform.
machining. Faster etching rates occur at higher etchant temperatures and concentrations. When the mask is
used, the machining action proceeds both inwardly from the mask opening and laterally beneath the mask,
thus creating the etch factor (EF), which is the ratio of the undercut du to the depth of etch Te (EF = du/Te),
as seen in Figure 11.45. This ratio must be considered when scribing the mask using templates. A typical EF
of 1:1 occurs at a cut depth of 1.27 mm. Deeper cuts can reduce this ratio to 1:3.
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Figure 5.CHM setup

Figure 6 EF CHM
Tooling for Chemical Milling Tooling for CH-milling is relatively inexpensive and simple to modify. Four
types of tools are required: maskants, etchants, scribing templates, and accessories. 1. Maskants Synthetic or
rubber base materials are frequently used as maskants. They should possess the following properties:
• Tough enough to withstand handling
• Inert to the chemical reagent used
• Able to withstand heat generated by etching
• Adhere well to the work surface
• Scribe easily
• Able to be removed easily after etching
Table B shows the recommended maskants used for different types of etchants as well as the characteristics of
these maskants. Multiple coats of the maskant are frequently used to increase the etchant resistance and to avoid
the formation of pinholes on the machined surfaces. Also deeper cuts that require longer exposure time to the
etchant can be achieved. Dip, brush, roller, and electrocoating, as well as adhesive tapes, can be used to apply
masks. Spraying the mask on the WPs through a silk screen on which the desired design is imposed combines the
maskant application with the scribing operation, as no peeling is required. The product quality is therefore
improved, due to the ability to generate finer details. However, the thin coating applied when using silk screens
will not resist etching for a long time as compared to the cut-and-peel method. Photoresist masks, which are used
in PCM (spray etching), also combine both the coating and scribing operations. The
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relatively thin coats applied as dip or spray coats will not withstand rough handling or long exposure times.
However, photoresist masks ensure high accuracy and ease of modification. Typical tolerances for different
masks are given in Table A.
Table A

Table -B

2. Etchants Etchants are highly concentrated acidic or alkaline solutions maintained within a controlled
range of chemical composition and temperature. They are capable of reacting with the WP material to
produce a metallic salt that dissolves in the solution. Table C shows the machined material, the
recommended etchant, its concentration and temperature, and the EF etch rate. When machining glass or
germanium, the acidic solutions HF or HF + HNO3 are used as etchants. When machining tungsten (W), it is
recommended to use either of the following
Alkaline solution. K3 Fe(CN)6:NaOH = 20:3 (by
volume) Acidic solution. HF:HNO3 = 30:70 (by volume)
A suitable etchant should provide the following requirements:
• Good surface finish of the work
• Uniformity of metal removal
• Control of selective and intergranular attack (IGA)
• Low cost and availability
• Ability to regenerate, or readily neutralize and dispose off its waste products
• Nontoxic
• Control of hydrogen absorption in case of Ti alloys
Table C
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3. Scribing Templates
These are used to defi ne the areas for exposure to CD. The most common scribing method is to cut the mask
with a sharp knife, followed by careful peeling. The EF allowance must be included. 4. Accessories These
include tanks, hooks, brackets, racks, and fixtures.
Process parameters CHM process parameters include the reagent solution type, concentration, properties,
mixing, operating temperature, and circulation. The process is also affected by the maskant and its
application. These parameters will have direct impacts on the workpiece regarding the following:
1. Etch factor (d/T )
2. Etching and machining rate
3. Production tolerance
4. Surface finish
To machine high-quality and low-cost parts using CHM, we must consider the heat treatment state of the
workpiece, the grain size and range of the workpiece material, the size and finish control prior to CHM, the
direction of rolling and weld joints, and the degree of cold work. Advantages and Disadvantages of
Chemical Milling
Advantages
• Weight reduction is possible on complex contours that are diffi cult to machine conventionally.
• Several parts can be machined simultaneously.
• Simultaneous material removal from all surfaces, improves productivity and reduces wrapping.
• No burr formation.
• No induced stresses, thus minimizing distortion and enabling machining of delicate parts.
• Low capital cost of equipment, and minor tooling cost.
• Quick implementation of design changes.
• Less skilled operator is needed.
• Low scrap rate.
Disadvantages
• Only shallow cuts are practical. Deep narrow cuts are diffi cult to produce.
• Handling and disposal of etchants can be troublesome.
• Masking, scribing, and stripping are repetitive, time-consuming, and tedious.
• Surface imperfections, if any, are reproduced.
• For best results, metallurgical homogeneous surfaces are required.
 Porous castings yield uneven etched surfaces.
• Welded zones are frequently etched at rates that differ from base metal.
ELECTRIC DISCHARGE MACHINING (EDM)
Electric Discharge Machining (EDM) is a chipless metal removal process that uses the principle of metal
erosion by an interrupted electric spark discharge between the tool (cathode) and the work (anode). This
process is also called Spark Erosion process. Principle of Operation We know that whenever an arc is caused
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by accidental short circuit, pitting erosion occurs on the surface of the shorted material. EDM also works on
the same principle of erosion by arcing. This principle is illustrated in Fig.1

Figure 1 principle of operation
It involves the controlled erosion, of electrically conducting materials by rapid and repetitive discharge of
spark between the electrode tool and work piece (hence the name sparkerosion). The tool is usually made
the cathode and the work piece, anode. The work piece and-tool are separated by a small gap, and termed as
“the spark gap”. The spark gap ranges from 0.005 mm to 0.05 mm depending upon the cutting action
required and the current density.
This spark gap is either flooded or immersed in a dielectric fluid. The spark discharge is produced by the
controlled pulsing and direct current. The frequency ranges from a few hundred to several thousand
kilohertz. With the application of a suitable voltage across the anode and cathode, electrons are emitted from
the cathode, and cause the ionization of the fluid in the spark gap. When more electrons are collected in the
gap, the resistance drops causing an electric spark to jump between the work and the tool gap. The spark
causes a focused stream of electrons to move with a high velocity and acceleration from the cathode towards
the anode (work piece), thus creating high compression shock waves. Such shock waves result in .local rise
in temperature to the order of about 10,000°C and cause melting/ vapouring of the metal. The forces of
electric and magnetic fields caused by the spark produce a tensile force and, tear off particles of molten and
softened metal from the work piece, thereby resulting in metal removal operation. The vapor condenses into
fine particles 'of metal and carried away by the flowing dielectric fluid. Fig. 2 shows the schematic
arrangement of an electric discharge machining process. Here, the work piece (anode) and the electrode tool
(cathode) are separated by the dielectric liquid in a container. The dielectric breaks down when a proper DC
voltage (50-450 V) is applied across the anode and the cathode, , and electrons are emitted from the cathode
and the gap is ionized, thereby causing electrical discharge and machining operation. The electro-magnetic
fields cause compressive forces to act on the cathode (tool) thus metal removal from the tool is much slower
than from the work piece. The duration of the electric pulse is about (1.001 second; hence the whole cycle of
sparking and metal removal takes place in a few .micro-seconds. The particles of the metals so removed are
driven away by the flowing dielectric fluid. The current density and the power density used are of the order
2

2

10000 A/cm and 500 MW/cm .
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Figure 2. Electric discharge Setup
Dielectric Fluid In an EDM operation, a dielectric fluid in an essential working medium. It is flushed through
the spark gap or supplied to the gap through a hole in the tool or from external jets. In some cases the fluid is
also supplied through openings in the work piece wherever feasible. The flow of this working medium is
designed to take in specific directions to favour the machining operations. The different flow patterns are
discussed in the subsequent sections.
Functions of Dielectric Fluids
The functions of a dielectric fluid in EDM are as follows:
1. to serve as a spark conductor in the spark gap between the tool and work material.
2. To act as a coolant to quench the spark and to cool the tool and work piece.
3. To carry away the condensed metal particles and to maintain the gap for continuous and smooth operation.
Requirements of a Dielectric Fluid The essential requirements in the selection of a dielectric fluid are as
follows:
1. It should have a stable and sufficient dielectric strength to act as an insulation between the tool and the
work piece.
2. It should have a low viscosity (for smooth flow) and high wettability.
3. It should be chemically inert, so that the tool, work piece, container, etc., are not attacked.
4. It should be able to deionise immediately after the spark discharge.
5. It should have a high flash point.
6. It should not emit toxic vapours and should not have unpleasant odours.
7. It should not alter its basic properties under operating conditions of temperature variations, contamination
by metal particles and products of decomposition.
8. It should be economical for use.
Flushing of the dielectric plays a major role in the maintenance of stable machining and the achievement of
close tolerance and high surface quality. Inadequate flushing can result in arcing, decreased electrode life, and
increased production time. Four methods of introducing dielectric fluid to the machining gap are considered.
Normal flow. This is the most common type of flow pattern used. In this, the fluid is forced through holes in
the electrodes (Fig. 3), which then flows out through the gap between the tool and the work piece. Since the
gaps are of the order of 0.025 to 0.075 mm, it requires sufficient pressure and low viscosity fluids. The fluid
pressure ranges from 1.5 to 2 bars. The main advantage of this type of flushing is that the fluid cools the work
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part component and carries away the machined particles. The disadvantage of this system is that it leaves a
spike on the machined surface (see figure), which need to be removed after machining.

Figure 3 Normal flow of DEF
Reverse flow. This is another pressure flushing technique, in which the fluid flows through a predrilled hole
in the work piece, from its bottom (Fig. 4). This method also works well as far as work piece cooling and
particle removal are concerned, but produces a large taper at the top as shown figure.

Figure 4 Reverse flow
Vacuum (suction) flow flushing In this method, the fluid is sucked through the work piece or through a
opening in the tool (Fig. 5). There is no taper effect in this, but spike effect exists when sucked through the
tool. The spike effect can be eliminated by sucking through a opening in the work piece (similar to reverse
flow flushing, but with the use of vacuum). Vacuum pressures of the order of 0.8 bar are used for flushing.
This method is widely used for machining perfectly straight holes to greater depths.
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Figure 5. Vacuum flow suction
Vibratory flushing This method of flushing is used for very small diameter openings and for tools which
cannot provide a fluid passage. The tool is designed to vibrate so that the fluid adjacent to it flows through
the openings (Fig. 6). This is used for highly precision and small works.

Figure 6 Vibratory flushing
Process variables in EDM
The important process variables in EDM are as follows:
1) Metal Removal Rate It is directly proportional to the current density used. It is defined as the volume of
metal removed per unit time per ampere. The metal removal rate in roughing operations of steel with a
3
graphite electrode 50A current is about 400 mm /min., and with 400A current it is about 4800 mm3/min.
But for high precision works, with the use of high frequency (500-1000 kHz) and low current (1-2A), metal
removal rate is as low as 2 mm3/min.
2) Accuracy The accuracy of the process mainly depends on the spark gap. The smaller the gap the higher is
the accuracy, but a smaller gap leads to a lower working voltage and hence a slow metal removal rate. Thus,
an optimum gap is necessary for higher accuracies. Tolerances of ±O.O5 mm can be obtained in normal
EDM operations. In precision operations, with close control of process variables, tolerances up to ±0.003
mm can be achieved. EDM also produces taper, overcut and corner radii, which are not desirable. The taper
is of the order of 0.005 to 0.05 mm per 10 mm depth. The taper, effect reduces gradually to zero after about
75 mm penetration. Taper effect can be eliminated by the use of vacuum flushing of dielectric fluid.
The range of over cut is 5 to 100 microns, and depends on the roughing and finishing operations. The effect
of corner radii is equal to the spark gap. Its value is lower in finishing operations, - where low park gaps are
used.
3) Surface Finish In EDM operation, each electrical spark discharge develops a spherical crater in the work
piece, as well as in the electrode. The volume of crater is proportional to the energy in the spark. Thus, the
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depth of crater on work piece defines the surface finish and it depends on the current density, frequency and
the electrode material. Usually high frequency and low current densities give , better surface finish. The best
surface finish on steel is of the order of 0.4 µrn (at 1000 kHz & lA). In a typical no-wear EDM, the surface
finish is about 3.2 µrn (generally for roughing operations).
4) Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) The instant heating and vapourisation of metal due to spark, leaves behind a
small amount of molten metal on the machined surface which resolidifies and due to fast cooling action of the
dielectric fluid forms a hard surface. This becomes the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) in EDM operation. The
HAZ is about 2 to 10 µrn deep on the work surface and its hardness is about 60 HRc. This hard surface is a
source for thermal stresses, plastic deformation and fine cracks at the grain boundaries. The depth of 'HAZ is
small in finishing operations which can be removed by polishing after EDM operation. Applications
It is useful for machining of hard and brittle materials. It is generally used for machining contours in tools and
dies for extrusion, forging, pressing, etc. It can be used to machine refractory metals, hard carbides and high
strength the tool steels.
Advantages
1) Hard and brittle materials can be successfully machined.
2) Complicated contours can be produced.
3) High surface finish can be obtained.
4) Stresses are minimum and there are no distortions.
5) High accuracy (tolerances up to 0.05 mm) can be obtained.
Limitations
1) Machining time is very long.
2) High temperatures at the work may change metallurgical properties.
3) Tool wear is higher.
4) Specific power consumption is very high.
Machining of spheres. simple tubular electrodes in the EDM machining of convex and concave spheres, to
a dimensional accuracy of ±1 µm and a surface roughness of less than 0.1 µm. Rotary EDM is used for
machining of spherical shapes in conducting ceramics using the tool and workpiece arrangement shown in
Fig7.

Fig 7 Rotary EDM
Machining of dies and molds. EDM milling uses standard cylindrical electrodes. Complex cavities are
machined by successive NC sweeps of the electrode down to the desired depth. The simple-shaped electrode
(Fig. 8) is rotated at high speeds and follows specified paths in the workpiece like the conventional end
mills. This technique is very useful and makes EDM very versatile like the mechanical milling process. The
process solves the problem of manufacturing accurate and complex-shaped electrodes for die sinking of threedimensional cavities shown in Fig9. EDM milling enhances dielectric flushing due to the high-speed electrode
rotation. The electrode wear can be optimized because of the rotational and contouring motions of the
electrode. The main limitation in the EDM milling is that complex shapes with sharp corners cannot be
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machined because of the rotating tool electrode. Figure 5.21 shows the flowchart of the die sinking process.
EDM milling also replaces the conventional die making that requires the use of a variety of machines such
as milling, wire cutting, and EDM die sinking machines.

Figure 8 Die EDM

Figure 9 EDM die sinking
LASER BEAM MACHINING
Modern machining methods are established to fabricate difficult-to-machine materials such as high-strength
thermal-resistant alloys; various kinds of carbides, fiber-reinforced composite materials, Stellites, and
ceramics. Conventional machining of such materials produces high cutting forces that, in some particular
cases, may not be sustained by the workpiece.
Laser beam machining (LBM) offers a good solution that is indeed more associated with material properties
such as thermal conductivity and specific heat as well as melting and boiling temperatures. Laser is the
abbreviation of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. A highly collimated, monochromatic,
and coherent light beam is generated and focused to a small spot. High power densities (106 W/mm2) are
then obtained.
Principle operation
We know that in an atom, electrons exist and occupy fixed state, with a defined- energy level. When an atom
is excited, such electrons are pumped or stimulated, and the electrons occupy a higher state of energy. When
the atom is de-excited after a short while, the electrons fall back to lower state of energy and in doing so
energy is given-off by the falling electron. The energy difference is then emitted on a photon or quantum of
light. This phenomenon is called Spontaneous emission anti is the main process of light in conventional
source and in this case light is emitted in all directions. In certain materials where lasers can be generated,
electrons can be in semistable energy level, and when triggered, the energy can cause the electrons to fall
back to lower energy state. In this process, the electron gives-off a photon of radiation that is exactly in
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phase with the photon of radiation that caused triggering action. The triggered photon then has twice as
much as the radiant energy. For laser to be generated, the majority of the electrons must be at the upper
energy level, and this condition is referred to as Population inversion. This condition is achieved through
external excitation of the lasing medium and termed as pumping action and can be achieved through optical
or electronic means.
Basically a laser consists of a reservoir of active atoms (lasing material) that can be excited to an upper
energy level a pumping source to excite the active atoms (like flash light) and a resonant cavity to ensure
that the radiation will pass through the active medium, and thus create the maximum propagation of energy.
This process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1

Figure 1 work setup for LBM
When the input energy (like flash light) falls on to the lasing medium in the resonant cavity, it falls on the
mirrors on both ends, and they reflect back and forth. This causes the amplification of the energy (light
source) and when the energy level becomes high enough, the light passes through the partially reflecting
mirror, then a focusing lens and as a beam on to the work part. A large variety of lasers are available in the
market including solid-state, ion, and molecular types in either continuous wave (CW) or pulsed mode (PM)
of operation as shown in Table 1. Lasers are widely used in many industrial applications including plating,
heat treatment, cladding, alloying, welding, and machining.

Modes of Laser Beam Operation There are two modes of operations using laser beams:
a) Continuous wave
b) Pulsed wave
In the continuous wave mode, the laser beam produces heat as a constant stream of steady power. The beam
maintains its level of energy throughout the cycle of operation, hence it is most suitable for seam welding. In
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the pulsed wave mode, the laser beam produces heat in the form of short but intense burst of light energy.
This energy dissipation in short duration is sufficient to overcome the absorption threshold of most
materials. This mode of beam is suitable for both welding and machining. The advantage of short pulse is
that there is hardly any heat affected zone (HAZ). However, in this mode the depth of penetration of the
beam is limited.
Material removing mechanism
As presented in Fig. 3, the unreflected light is absorbed, thus heating the surface of the specimen. On
sufficient heat the workpiece starts to melt and evaporates. The physics of laser machining is very complex
due mainly to scattering and reflection losses at the machined surface. Additionally, heat diffusion into the
bulk material causes phase change, melting, and/or vaporization. Depending on the power density and time
of beam interaction, the mechanism progresses from one of heat absorption and conduction to one of melting
and then vaporization. High intensity laser beams are not recommended since they form a plasma plume at
or near the surface of the material with a consequent reduction in the process efficiency due to absorption
and scattering losses.
Machining by laser occurs when the power density of the beam is greater than what is lost by conduction,
convection, and radiation, and moreover, the radiation must penetrate and be absorbed into the material.

Fig3. Physical process during machining of LBM
Metal Removal Rate The material removal rate in LBM is low and are of the order of 4000 mm3/hour. The
approximate energy required to remove a given amount of material can be determined using the specific heat
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and latent heats of fusion and evaporisation of the work material. The relative power requirements for the
same volume of different materials are as follows:
Molybdenum 2.2
Aluminium 1.0
Titanium 1.5
Tungsten 2.9
Steel 1.8
Cutting rates can be increased by the use of gas-assisted lasers. Some typical metal cutting rates using C02
laser are given in Table 2

Accuracy
In LBM, the holes drilled are not round. This problem is overcome by rotating the work as drilling operation
is progressed. There are other problems like taper and recast structure in the heat affected zone. Hence the
accuracy of machining in LBM is not high. Taper of 0.5 mm per 100 mm of depth is common in LBM
drilling. Better results can be obtained by locating the work piece at the focal point within the tolerance of
±O.2 mm. Thus, while machining thicker materials the beam has to be moved down to keep the focal point
at the operation surface as the hole is drilled.
Applications of Laser Beam Machining
The industrial applications of laser beams are welding, cutting, drilling, engraving and heat treatment.
Cutting: Practically any material can be cut by a laser beam. Any intricate shape/contour can be machined at
high speeds using lasers without any special jigs and, fixtures. Hence, lasers are most - suitable for precision
works, like in toolings.
Drilling: Another important application of laser is the drilling operations. Small holes in thin plates can be
produced using lasers, which is difficult by conventional drilling. For a thicker work piece, a sequence of
controlled laser pulses is projected to' gradually increase the hole depth. Most industrial drilling operations
using lasers are used for hole drilling in fuel filters, carburetor nozzles, hypodermic needles, jet engine blade
cooling holes, etc.
Marking & Engraving: Lasers are suitable for marking & engraving to produce a controlled surface pattern
on a work piece. Bar codes, company logos, part number, etc., can be easily produced. Such markings can be
done on metals, glass and papers also.
Advantages
1. Micro holes can be drilled using lasers.
2. Since the HAZ is negligible the properties of heat-treated materials and magnetic materials are not affected.
3. There is no tool wear/breakage problem.
4. Both metals & non-metals can be machined.
5. There are no burrs on the machined surface.
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6. Intricate and inaccessible locations can be machined.
Limitations
1. Metal removal rate is very low.
2. The holes produced may have a taper.
3. Usually, a maximum of about 3-4 mm hole can be drilled and the thickness is restricted to about 12 mm. '4.
Laser cutting produces a series of ridges. along the edge of the cut surface, due to metal freezing on the
surfaces.
ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING (ECM)
This process is based on the Faraday's laws of electrolysis and is a reverse process of electroplating. Hence,
this uses two electrodes- an anode and a cathode, an electrolyte and electrical energy (dc power). In this
process, a tool having a shape which is the mirror image of the finished work piece, forms the cathode, and
the actual work piece forms the anode. A small gap is maintained between the tool and the work piece and
an electrolyte is pumped through the gap. A low voltage de power is used to cause electrolysis.

The basic principle of operation of ECM process is shown in Fig.1. It involves the controlled removal of
metal by anodic dissolution in an electrolytic medium, where tool in the cathode and work piece is the
anode. Initially two electrodes (one; the shaped cathode that acts as the tool & the other, work surface,
anode, to be machined) are kept closely together with a gap of about 0.5 mm (see fig 1). These two
electrodes are immersed in an electrolytic solution (like NaCl, KCl, etc.) and the gap is filled with the
solution. When an electrical potential of 20V de is applied across the two electrodes, the electrolyte
dissociates into anions and cations. The positively charged ions are attracted by the cathode and negatively
charged ions are attracted by the anode. This ion movement completes the electrical circuit and causes the
flow of current. Due to this process, the cathode releases hydroxyl ions (negatively charged) -and free
hydrogen. These hydroxyl ions combine with the metal ions of anode to form insoluble metal hydroxides
and thus the material is removed from the anode. This process continuous and the work surface attains the
shape of the tool as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2, work setup
Fig. 2 illustrates the schematic of an electro-chemical machining arrangement. 2-30V dc of the order of 50 to
40,000 amps is supplied across the anode and the cathode. The electrolyte flows in the gap between the tool
and the work piece at a velocity of 30 to 60 m/s. The temperature of the electrolyte is maintained at about
40°C. In operation, the tool (cathode) is moved towards the workpiece (anode) and the electrolyte by
electrolysis process dissociates into ions carrying positive and negative' electrical charges. The cathode
attracts the positively charged ions (cations) from the electrolyte, while the negatively changed ions (anions)
move towards the anode, thereby completing the electric circuit. The anions cause the anode to dissociate and
dissolve into the electrolyte. These dissolved metal ions are continuously carried away by the flowing
electrolyte. The metal removal thus takes place, and gets the shape of the cool. The commonly used
electrolytes are sodium chloride (NaCl), sodium nitrate (NaN03) potassium chloride (KCl), sodium hydroxide
(NaOH), sodium fluoride (Na2F) and sulfuric acid (H2S04).
Electrolytes The electrolyte is the working medium and part of tooling in an ECM process. It performs three
important functions:
a) It carries the current between the tool and the work piece .
b) It carries away the products of machining from the work –tool gap.
c) It removes the heat produced in operation from the working surfaces.
The important requirements of a good electrolyte to perform efficiently are as follows
a) It should have high electrical conductivity.
b) It should have low toxicity and corrosivity.
c) It should have good chemical and electrochemical stability.
d) It should have controllable and low passivating effect. Passivating effect reduces the machining efficiency.
a) ECM Process Variables The important process variables that affect the ECM operation are as follows: 1)
Voltage The voltage across the cutting gap between the tool and work influences the current and hence the
material removal rate. This is the primary controlling factor in most ECM operations. However for a given
constant voltage, current also depends on the electrical resistance between the gap, which is further a factor
of 'the conductivity of the electrolyte and the gap size. 2) Feed Rate This .is the rate of penetration in ECM
process. For a given voltage, both the frontal gap and side gap (see Fig. 2-8) are inversely proportional to the
feed rate. The distance across the frontal gap is a function of the feed rate. As the gap reduces, the resistance
drops, increasing the amperage and jhus increasing the machining rate. Similarly, side gap also affects the
feed rate. Frontal gaps are usually in the range of 0.1 to 0.8 mm, while the side gaps are of the order of 0.5 to
1.3 mm. 3. Current density The feed rate varies directly with the current. Higher machining rates requires
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higher current densities .with higher voltages which in turn increases the power consumption 4) Electrolyte
flow rate Electrolyte flow rate is important in controlling the machining rate, and temperature control of the
ECM process. Flow rate also has an influence on the level of turbulence and hence on the surface finish and
taper on the work material. The flow should carry away the sludge formed along with it.
Applications
ECM is used for machining hard metals and alloys, for making dies and tools, machining of complex
contours, machining of tungsten carbide and high strength heat resisting alloys. The important
applications are1) Machining of thorough holes of any cross section.
2) Machining of shaped cavities (like forging dies).
3) Machining of complex external shapes (like turbine blades).
4) Wire cutting of heavy slugs of metals.
5) Machining of blind holes (regular and irregular shapes).
Advantages
1) Very hard materials can be machined.
2) Complex shapes can be produced.
3) Tool wear is negligible.
4) High surface finish can be obtained.
5) Very thin metals sheets can be machined.
6) Residual stresses induced are almost nil, and no distortion.
Limitations
1) It consumes high power, about 100 times that of a turning process for similar work.
2) Only conducting materials can be machined by this process.
PLASMA ARC MECHINING (PAM)
When the temperature of a gas is raised to about 2000°C, the gas molecules become dissociated into separate
atoms. At higher temperatures, 30,000°C, these atoms become ionized. The gas in this stage is termed
plasma. Machining by plasma was adopted in the early 1950s as an alternative method for oxy-gas flame
cutting of stainless steel, aluminum, and other nonferrous metals. During that time the process limitations
regarding the low cutting speed, poor machining quality, and the unreliable equipment were clear. Recently
machining of both metallic and nonconductive materials has become much more attractive. An important
feature of plasma beam machining (PBM), is that it is the only fabricating method that works faster in
stainless steel than it does in mild steel. Machining system In plasma machining a continuous arc is
generated between a hot tungsten cathode and the water-cooled copper anode. A gas is introduced around
the cathode and flows through the anode. The temperature, in the narrow orifice around the cathode, reaches
28,000°C, which is enough to produce a high-temperature plasma arc. Under these conditions, the metal
being machined is very rapidly melted and vaporized. The stream of ionized gases flushes away the
machining debris as a fine spray creating flow lines on the machined surface. The general characteristics of
PBM are shown in TABLE 1. The removal rates by this method are substantially higher than those of
conventional single-point turning operation. Plasma machining systems are divided into plasma arc, plasma
jet, shielded plasma, and air plasma.
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Plasma arc As shown in Fig. 1, the arc is struck from the rear electrode of the plasma torch to the conductive
workpiece causing temperatures as high as 33,300°C. The double arcing effect between the nozzle and the
workpiece damages the electrode and the workpiece. High heat transfer rates are found to occur during
plasma arc due to the transfer of all the anode heat to the workpiece. Owing to the greater efficiency of
plasma arc systems, they are often used for machining metals. Plasma arc does not depend on a chemical
reaction between the gas and the work metal. Because the temperature is high, the process is suitable for any
electrically conductive material including those that are resistant to oxy-fuel gas cutting.

Figure 1, transferred PAM
Plasma jet In this system, shown in Fig. 2, the nontransferred arc is operated within the torch itself. Only
ionized gas (plasma) is emitted as a jet causing temperature as high as 16,600°C. Since the torch itself is the
anode, a large part of the anode heat is extracted by the cooling water and is not effectively used in the
material removal process. Nonconductive materials that are difficult to machine, by conventional methods,
are often successfully tackled by the plasma jet system.
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Shielded plasma Gas-shielded plasma
When machining different materials such as aluminium, stainless steel, and mild steel, assisting gases may
have to be used in order to produce cuts of acceptable quality. In such a case an outer shield of gas, is added,
around the nozzle, to reduce the effect of the atmosphere on the machining gas (nitrogen or argon). The
shielding gas depends on the metal being machined. For stainless steel, aluminium and other nonferrous
metals, hydrogen is often used as a shielding gas. Carbon dioxide is popular for ferrous and nonferrous
metals. For mild steels, air or oxygen may be also used.
Water-shielded plasma
As shown in Fig. 3, nitrogen is used for machining while the shield gas is replaced by water. Water forms a
radial jacket around the plasma torch. The cooling effect of water is reported to reduce the width of the
cutting zone and improve the quality of cut. However, no improvement in both the cutting rate and the
squareness of the cut.

Figure 3 Water PAM
Air plasma Compressed air is used as the machining gas instead of nitrogen or argon (Fig. 4). When air is
subjected to the high temperature of the electric arc, it breaks down into its constituent gases. Since the
oxygen, in the resulting plasma, is very reactive especially with ferrous metals, machining rates are raised by
25 percent. The main drawback of this method is the heavily oxidized surface, which is frequently obtained
in case of stainless steel and aluminum. Because tungsten is reactive with oxygen, hafnium copper (Hf–Cu)
or hafnium zirconium (Hf–Zr) alloys also replace tungsten electrodes. However, the life of these electrodes
becomes shorter. Electrically conductive materials such as stainless and chrome nickel alloy steels,
aluminum, and copper can be machined by air plasma. Since air is used for machining and shielding
purposes, the machining cost is about half that of gas- or water shielded plasma. When a gas mixture of 80%
nitrogen and 20% oxygen is used, the machining rate of mild steel is increased by about 25 percent.
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Material removal rate During PBM absorbing the heat energy from the plasma jet directed to the work piece
activates metal removal. The plasma torch blows the molten and evaporated metal away as a fine spray or
vapor. The resulting cutting rates and hence the machinability depend on the workpiece being machined as
well as the type of the cutting and shielding gases that determine the maximum temperature transfer rates.
The power consumption factor needed in plasma beam rough turning of some alloys. A low factor indicates
either low energy required or high removal rates. The machining speed is found to decrease with increasing
the thickness of the metal or the cut width in case of beveling. As the power is increased, the efficient
removal of melted metal is found to need a corresponding rise in the gas flow rate. During plasma machining
of 12-mm-thick steel plate using 220 kW the machining speed is 2500 mm/min, which is 5 times greater
than that for oxy-gas cutting. Surface finish and accuracy Plasma arc cutting can yield better surface finishes
then oxy-acetylene gas cutting. However, the cut edges are round, with a comer radius of about 4 mm. There
are also problems of taper (about 2-5°). The kerf width is around is 2.5 to 8 mm. Accuracy of the width of
slots and diameter of holes is in the range of ±0.8 mm or 5 to 30 mm plates and it is as high as ±3.0 mm on
100 to 150 mm thick plates. The depth of heat affected zone is very high and depends on the work material,
its thickness and cutting speeds. About 4 mm of heat affected zone is common on 25 mm thick plates, which
can be reduced considerably by increasing the cutting speed.
Applications
1. PAM is an attractive turning method for difficult-to-machine materials by conventional methods. In
this regard, cutting speeds of 2 m/min and a feed rate of 5 mm per revolution produced a surface finish
of 0.5 mm Rt. The depth of cut can be controlled through the machining power or surface speed (Fig.
5).

Figure 5 Plasma arc turning
2. Computer numerical controlled PBM is used for profile cutting of metals that are difficult to tackle by
oxyacetylene gas technique such as stainless steel and aluminium. A large number of parts can also be
produced from one large sheet thus eliminating shearing operations.
3. PBM can cut 1.5-mm-deep, 12.5-mm-wide grooves in stainless steel at 80 mm3/min, using 50 kW as the
cutting power. Such a high machining rate is 10 times the rate of grinding and chipping methods. Lower
machining rates are obtainable when these grooves are cut in nonconductive materials. The groove
dimension however depends on the traverse speed, arc power, and the angle and height of the plasma arc.
4. The process is recommended for parts that have subsequent welding operations.
5. A plasma arc can cut tubes of wall thickness of up to 50 mm. In this case no debarring is required before
tube welding (Machining Handbook, 1989).
6. Underwater NC plasma cutting can achieve machining accuracy of ±0.2 mm in 9 m at low cutting speeds.
Advantages
Many advantages of plasma technology have been mentioned
1. Requires no complicated chemical analysis or maintenance
2. Uses no harmful chlorinated fluorocarbons, solvents, or acid cleaning chemicals
3. Operates cleanly, often eliminating the need for vapour degreasing, solvent wiping, ultrasonic cleaning, and
grit blasting
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4. Requires no worker exposure to harmful chemicals
5. Needs less energy to operate
Disadvantages
1. The large power supplies needed (220 kW) are required to cut through 12-mm-thick mild steel plate at 2.5
m/min.
2. The process also produces heat that could spoil the work piece and produce toxic fumes.
ADVANTAGES (EDM)
Complex shapes that would otherwise be difficult to produce with
conventional cutting tools
 Extremely hard material to very close tolerances
 Very small work pieces where conventional cutting tools may damage the part from excess cutting
tool pressure.
 There is no direct contact between tool and work piece. Therefore delicate sections and weak materials
can be machined without any distortion.
 A good surface finish can be obtained.
 Very fine holes can be easily drilled.
DISADVANTAGE
 The slow rate of material removal.
 The additional time and cost used for creating electrodes for ram/sinker EDM.
 Reproducing sharp corners on the work piece is difficult due to electrode wear.
 Specific power consumption is very high.
 Power consumption is high.
 "Overcut" is formed.
 Excessive tool wear occurs during machining.
Electrode Discharge Machine Wirecut (EDM wirecut)

OBJECTIVE:

1. To acquaint students with NC programming and EDM wirecut.
2. To understand the fundamentals of part programming in terms of the various steps needed to be taken
for completing a successful NC program.

3. To learn about the principle of operation of EDM wirecut machines.
4. To understand the process capabilities of EDM wirecut.
5. To understand the advantages and disadvantages of EDM wirecut machines and their applications.
6. To study the necessary precautions needed for this experiment.

EDM Overview
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Electrode Discharge Machining (EDM) is a machining method primarily used for hard metals or those that
would be impossible to machine with traditional techniques. The EDM process was invented by two Russian
scientists, Dr. B.R. Lazarenko and Dr. N.I. Lazarenko in 1943. The first numerically controlled EDM was
invented by Makino in Japan. EDM can cut small or odd-shaped angles, intricate contours or cavities in prehardened steel without the need for heat treatment to soften and re-harden them as well as exotic metals such
as titanium, hastelloy, kovar, and inconel. There are two main types of EDM machines; Sinker EDM (also
called Conventional EDM and Ram EDM) and Wirecut EDM.

The basic EDM system consists of an electrode and the workpiece connected to a DC power supply and
placed in a dielectric fluid. The functions of the dielectric fluids are to:

1. Act as insulator until the potential is sufficiently high.
2. Provide cooling medium.
3. Act as a flushing medium and carry away the debris in the gap.
The most common dielectric fluids are mineral oils, kerosene and distilled and deionized water. Clear, low
viscosity fluids are also available although they are more expansive. However, these fluids make cleaning
easier. The machines usually are equipped with a pump and filtering system for dielectric fluid. When the
potential is difference between the tool and the workpiece is
sufficiently high, the dielectric breaks down and a transient spark discharge through the fluid, removing a very
small amount of metal from the workpiece surface.

The workpiece is fixtured within the tank containing the dielectric fluid, and its movements are
controlled by numerical controlled systems. The gap between the tool and the workpiece is critical. Thus, the
downward feed of the tool is controlled by a servomechanism, which automatically maintains a constant gap.
Because of the process doesn’t involve mechanical energy, the hardness, strength and toughness of the
workpiece material do not necessarily influence the removal rate. The frequency of discharge or the energy
per discharge, the voltage and the current usually are varied to control the removal rate. The removal rate and
surface roughness increase with (a) increasing current density (b) decreasing frequency of spark. Some of the
advantages of EDM include machining complex shapes that would otherwise be difficult to produce with
conventional cutting tools, extremely hard material to very close tolerances, and very small work pieces
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where conventional cutting tools may damage the part from excess cutting tool pressure. The limitation of
EDM include the slow rate of material removal, the additional time and cost used for creating electrodes for
ram / Sinker EDM, reproducing sharp corners on the workpiece is difficult due to electrode wear.

Spark Properties

·

Spark temperatures are between 8,000 and 12,000 ˚C (plasma zone)

·

The range of the sparks varies from a few microns to 1 mm

·

Controlled by the generator and are adjustable for different material types and desired surface
finishes

Figure 1: Spark properties

EDM Wirecut
In wire electrode discharge machining or wire-cut EDM, a thin single-strand metal wire is fed through
the workpiece. This process is similar to contour cutting with a band saw, a slowly moving wire travels along
a prescribed path, cutting the workpiece. This process is used to cut plates as thick as 300mm and to make
punches, tools, and dies from hard metals that are too difficult to machine with other methods. It also can
intricate components for the electronics industries. The wire, which is constantly fed from a spool, is held
between upper and lower diamond guides. The guides move in the x-y plane, usually being CNC controlled
and on almost all modern machines the upper guide can also move independently in the z-u-v axis, giving rise
to the ability to cut tapered and transitioning shapes and can control axis movements in x-y-u-v-i-j-k-l-. This
gives the wire-cut EDM the ability to be programmed to cut very intricate and delicate shapes. The wire is
controlled by upper and lower diamond guides that are usually accurate to 0.004 mm, and can have a cutting
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path or kerf as small as 0.12 mm using Ø 0.1 mm wire, though the average cutting kerf that achieves the best
economic cost and machining time is 0.335 mm using Ø 0.25 brass wire. The wire usually made of brass,
copper, tungsten, or molybdenum and multi-coated wire. The wire diameter typically about 0.3mm for
roughing cuts and 0.2mm for finishing cuts. The wire should have high electrical conductivity and tensile
strength, as the tension on it is typically 60% of its tensile strength. The wire usually is used only once, as it is
relatively inexpensive compared to the type of operation it performs. It travels at a constant velocity in the
range of 0.15 to 9 m/min, and a constant gap (kerf) is maintained during the cut. The trend in the use of
dielectric fluids toward clear, low viscosity fluids. The reason that the cutting width is greater than the width
of the wire is because sparking also occurs from the sides of the wire to the work piece, causing erosion. This
"overcut" is necessary, predictable, and easily compensated for. Spools of wire are typically very long. For
example, an 8 kg spool of 0.25 mm wire is just over 19 kilometers long. Today, the smallest wire diameter is
20 micrometres and the geometry precision is not far from +/- 1 micrometre. The wire-cut process uses water
as its dielectric with the water's resistivity and other electrical properties carefully controlled by filters and deionizer units. The water also serves the very critical purpose of flushing the cut debris away from the cutting
zone. Flushing is an important determining factor in the maximum feed rate available in a given material
thickness, and poor flushing situations necessitate the reduction of the feed rate. Along with tighter tolerances
multiaxis EDM wire-cutting machining center have many added features such as: Multiheads for cutting two
parts at the same time, controls for preventing wire breakage, automatic self-threading features in case of wire
breakage, and programmable machining strategies to optimize the operation.
Typically, the main part in EDM machines are controller, diefluid center, wire center, nozzles, and
working table. The function of the controller is to receive the programme, check the simulation and set up
wire cutting and machine parameter. The diefluid center usually control the water pressure. It is usuallly
automatic calibaration. The wire center is use to roll the wire use in the machining process. The upper and
lower nozzles are function to hold the wire for the machining process while the working table is use to place
the workpiece. Wire-cutting EDM is commonly used when low residual stresses are desired. Wire EDM may
leave residual stress on the workpiece that are less significant than those that may be left if the same
workpiece were obtained by machining. In fact in wire EDM there are not large cutting forces involved in the
removal of material. Yet, the workpiece may undergo to a significant thermal cycle, whose severity depends
on the technological parameters used. Possible effects of such thermal cycles are the formation of a recast
layer on the part and the presence of tensile residual stresses on the workpiece. If the process is set up so that
the energy/power per pulse is relatively little (typically in finishing operations), little change

in

the

mechanical properties of a material is expected in wire-cutting EDM due to these low residual stresses,
although material that hasn't been stressed relieved can distort in the machining process.
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Figure 2: Operation of EDM wirecut
Small hole drilling EDM is used to make a through hole in a workpiece in through which to thread the
wire in Wire-cut EDM machining. The small hole drilling head is mounted on wire-cut machine and allows
large hardened plates to have finished parts eroded from them as needed and without pre-drilling. There are
also stand-alone small hole drilling EDM machines with an x–y axis also known as a super drill or hole
popper that can machine blind or through holes. EDM Drills bore holes with a long brass or copper tube
electrode that rotates in a chuck with a constant flow of distilled or deionized water flowing through the
electrode as a flushing

agent and dielectric. The electrode tubes operate like the wire in wire-cut EDM machines, having a spark gap and
wear rate. Some small-hole drilling EDMs are able to drill through 100 mm of soft or through hardened steel in
less than 10 seconds, averaging 50% to 80% wear rate. Holes of 0.3 mm to 6.1 mm can be achieved in this drilling
operation. Brass electrodes are easier to machine but are not recommended for wire-cut operations due to eroded
brass particles causing "brass on brass" wire breakage, therefore copper is recommended.

The Advantages of EDM Wire:
1. The Machining of Complex Geometric Forms
Complex, contoured shapes can be produced in one piece rather than several, in the exact configuration
that is required.
2. The Rapid, Economic Production of Prototypes and Low Run Parts
The ability to accurately machine complex designs, can eliminate or reduce fixture and tooling costs for
one of a kind or low run production parts.
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Formed through the wire EDM process, parts can be immediately used in assembly, with little or no
additional finishing.

3. Precise Machining of Pre-hardened Materials
Because hardened materials can be EDM eroded, the need for the heat treatment of machined parts is
eliminated, avoiding potential distortion.

4. Machining to Tight Tolerances, Avoiding Distortion and Stress
Very low machining forces allow tight tolerances of up to 2 microns to be achieved. With little or no
stress imparted into the work only light clamping is necessary. Thin materials can also be machined
without distortion.

5. The Accurate and Economic Machining of Exotic Materials
Exotic materials including A-286 Superalloys, medical grade stainless, titanium, Hastelloy, tungsten
carbide, molybdenum, aluminium alloys and copper can all be machined. Better utilisation of valuable
materials is provided through chipless machining.

6. Absolute Consistency Between Machined Parts.
Because with wire EDM there is no contact between the cutting wire and the surface, there is no tooling
wear and absolute consistency can be achieved on every machined part.
The limitation of EDM wire cut is this machine only can operate on conductor material only. This machines
cannot cut soft material and insulator such as wood, nylon, teflon and rubber.

